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GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
(echoes over Black)
K-O!
FADE IN:
INT. APEX 2004 TOURNAMENT ARENA - DAY 
A swooping view of the world championship electronic sports 
arena. Thousands crowd the stage like a music concert. 
COMMENTATOR BRADY (V.O.)
Here today at Apex 2004, we’ve 
witnessed the finest players in the 
world compete...
On stage, a gaming station seats two PLAYERS. The station’s 
monitor projects upon an IMAX size screen for the crowd.  
Projected is YOMI - An over-the-top fantasy fighting game 
featuring diverse characters in the underworld battling each 
other in a bid to return to their former life.
COMMENTATOR BRADY (O.S.)
And it all comes down to this... 
The Apex 2004 Yomi Grand Finals. 
A/V techies busily buzz around a media center hosting 
COMMENTATOR BRADY, the John Madden of this world.   
COMMENTATOR BRADY (CONT’D)
Folks, we are seeing what I believe 
is known as a humdinger. There is a 
lot of emotion in this room.
Seated on stage is UME - late 30s, Gamer Tag: “OKIZEME.” 
Japanese descent with a powerful presence. Fit enough to 
compete in actual martial arts. Meditative and focused. 
His opponent, NIKO, known by his Gamer Tag: “SALTY BNB.” - 
early 20s, long-haired Aryan Russian dressed like a gangster. 
He jeers the booing crowd, gestures at them rudely.
COMMENTATOR BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Last round of the last match, 
defending champ Ume “Okizeme” 
starts out cornered, on the verge 
of losing his crown to reviled 
newcomer, “Salty BNB.” 
IN GAME: The battleground is iconic hell. The fighters are on 
a slab of molten rock jutting from an ocean of lava. 
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At the top of the screen is a video portrait of each player 
next to their character’s health bar to identify them.  
Ume’s SHOTO, the game’s protagonist inspired by Bruce Lee, 
lies incapacitated, cornered by a wall of writhing flesh. 
GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Final Round. 
Salty BnB’s ACRIMON, a ruthless Cyborg-Ninja-Demon, stares 
down at Shoto; an evil laugh filters through his respirator. 
Volcanic wind billows the optic fibers protruding from 
Acrimon’s helmet, causing them to resemble dreadlocks. 
Shoto flips to his feet. Opens a palm and beckons at Acrimon. 
THE PLAYERS: Ume and Salty BnB, gripping their fightsticks. 
GAME ANNOUNCER (O.S.)
Fight!
The players rapidly input commands. Ume’s fingers travel 
gracefully. Salty BnB crudely smacks his buttons.   
Shoto launches a flying kick. Acrimon fires out an electric 
net that ensnares Shoto, suspending him in the air. 
COMMENTATOR BRADY (O.S.)
And we are in trouble here, folks. 
Acrimon traps Shoto in a long intricate combo. Ragdolling him 
again and again with a barrage of explosive weaponry. 
COMMENTATOR BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
The touch of death. They tried to 
patch it out, and it looks like 
it’ll cost Ume everything. 
Ume remains calm as his health bar dwindles. 
SHOTO (    ------)                       (----------) ACRIMON
SHOTO (       ---)                       (----------) ACRIMON
COMMENTATOR BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
It’s over. This is it. 
IN SLOW MOTION: Salty BnB laughs like a Supervillain.    
CLOSE ON his fightstick - he makes an input error, 
accidentally hits two buttons at once.  
Acrimon spazzes, grabbing at the air. Shoto drops to the 
ground with only a pixel of health.   
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SHOTO (         -)                       (----------) ACRIMON
COMMENTATOR BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Oh my God, he dropped the combo. 
Ume swiftly moves his stick in a Z motion. 
Shoto rises with a fiery uppercut called the KAMI-KAMI PUNCH - 
smashing a fist into Acrimon’s cybernetic jaw. 
SHOTO (         -)                       (  --------) ACRIMON
COMMENTATOR BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Only a real master could come back 
from-- Oh, wow!
Salty BnB’s jaw hangs open - fear swallowing his laughter. 
Ume’s Shoto unleashes a flurry of blows. Acrimon is brought 
to his knees as he braces against the onslaught. 
SHOTO (         -)                       (    ------) ACRIMON
SHOTO (         -)                       (       ---) ACRIMON
Acrimon tries to jump away. Shoto smokes him out of the air 
with a fireball.  
SHOTO (         -)                       (         -) ACRIMON
COMMENTATOR BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
A sneeze could kill either one of 
them. 
Their characters freeze, a stare down.
Salty BnB afraid to move. Ume merely waiting. 
Sudden movement from both players - Ume’s Shoto ducks a jab 
so fast it should be impossible to react to. 
Counters with a signature Kami-Kami Punch to end the match.
SHOTO (         -)                       (          ) ACRIMON
COMMENTATOR BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Kami-Kami Punch! How did he---
An eruption of applause drowns the arena. Ume shakes the hand 
of his flabbergasted opponent.  
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INT. APEX 2004 TOURNAMENT, MAIN STAGE - LATER
Brady holds the mic to a frazzled Salty BNB. The “Game Over” 
screen still projecting behind them.  
SALTY BNB
I uh, never thought a player could 
be literally psychic. But Ume 
friggin’ scares me. I think he 
might be. 
In the b.g. Ume collects his belongings. We catch a private 
moment where he cradles his fightstick with a teary smile.  
COMMENTATOR BRADY 
(faces camera)
Well, psychic or not, I don’t think 
we’ll ever witness another player 
like Ume “Okizeme” in the history 
of the Fighting Game Community.  
EXT. LAKE MICHIGAN - DAY
In tranquil silence, we glide over serene water... closing in 
on a secluded fishing boat. 
SUPER: 15 YEARS LATER
On the deck is CHIP LASKER - 14, impatient with obsessive 
intellect - fishing rod in his hands, bored out of his mind. 
Chip eyes his dad, CHARLES - reclined in his seat, content 
and asleep. A fishing rod in his hands. A cigarette ashen to 
the filter dangles from his lips. Tabled nearby, an expensive 
chessboard incarcerated by beer bottles. 
Chip checks his smart phone: no signal as expected. Sigh. He 
gazes out and plays with the rod as if it were a joystick - 
swings it with swift precision. Again. Again. 
Chip imagines SHOTO doing a Kami-Kami Punch. The image dances 
on the water’s reflection, rippled by his rod’s movements. 
SHOTO (V.O.)
Kami-Kami Punch!
CHIP
Kami-Kami Punch!
His Dad stirs with a cough, causing cigarette ashes to 
disperse. Chip hastily pretends to fish like a normal person. 
CHARLES
Son, I know it’s been a while since 
you last visited... 
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(MORE)
but you know we’re trying to catch 
the fish, not scare them to death?  
CHIP
(forces a laugh)
Course, Dad. I was just, um, 
practicing the Kami-Kami Punch for--
CHARLES
The Ka-what? 
They share a look of annoyance with each other. 
CHIP 
The Kami-Kami Punch. From the game 
I told you about, remember? It’s 
like this super crazy awesome move, 
but it’s really hard to do.    
Chip excitedly demonstrates the input. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
It’s like this weird Z motion with--
CHARLES 
Yeah, yeah. That old game at the 
arcade where you kill people. 
Charles ignores him to rummage through the beer bottles.
CHIP
Not just people. There’s like 
cyborg demons and stuff, too. And 
it’s not ‘old,’ Dad. It’s a 
classic. Like chess, but way 
cooler.     
Charles scoffs at this during his rummage. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
So whenever we’re done with this, 
can we go? ... To the arcade? 
Chip fidgets impatiently, watches his dad find a bottle with 
a gulp of beer left - watches him gulp it. 
CHARLES
Sorry, but I promised your mother 
I’d keep you focused on your music 
lessons this summer. 
Charles clumsily lights a cigarette, examines his chessboard. 
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CHARLES (CONT'D)
CHIP
Jeez, yeah. Did you also promise to 
bore me to death?  
Charles reclines. Takes a long drag from his cigarette. 
CHARLES
Actually, my son, we’re currently 
practicing the art of patience. 
CHIP
Huh. Feels a lot like wasting time 
doing literally zilch. 
Charles returns to his fishing rod as he lectures to Chip.
CHARLES 
(fakes a Japanese accent)
Oh, no. Patience isn’t the absence 
of action. Patience is paying 
attention. It finds the right time 
to act. 
Chip stares with a ‘shoot me now’ expression. Charles has 
cast a Zen gaze upon the lake to join his fishing line. 
A very long moment of silence passes. Before... finally... 
Charles sighs with disappointment. 
INT. VACATION HOME, LIVING ROOM - DAY
The home is pristine, but barren of personality. A Grand 
Piano commands the living room. 
Chip sits at the piano, texting. Charles places sheet music 
for him. Clears his throat and holds a hand out.  
CHIP
No way, Mom said to keep it with me 
at all times. In case of emergency.
(off his look)
You want to call her and ask? 
CHARLES
Just please turn it off and focus. 
Chip glances at the sheet music and groans.  
CHIP
I already know this one. 
Charles pours himself a bourbon at a countertop.  
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CHARLES
So? Why are you acting like I’m 
torturing you? I thought you... 
(pauses to drink)
Wanted to be a chip off the old 
block? Huh? 
Chip rolls his eyes. 
CHIP
Maybe when I was little. Come on, 
Dad. What’s the point in making me 
play the same stupid songs over and 
over again?  
CHARLES
The point, as any professional 
musician, such as your father, 
would say, is ‘only practice makes 
perfect.’ 
CHIP
I’ve played it perfectly before.
Chip hangs his head back, annoyed. A father-son stare-off. 
CHARLES
Fine. Wasn’t planning on showing 
you this yet, but I wrote something 
for you. 
Charles grabs papers from the countertop and drags a chair to 
sit by Chip. Charles props up new sheet music at the piano. 
CHIP
It’s called “Chip and his Old 
Block?” Are you retarded?  
CHARLES
(chuckles)
I was thinking about changing it to 
“Pringles and his Old Can.” 
Chip studies the sheet music. His dad’s chuckle trails off. 
CHIP
Dad, I hate to break it to you, but 
I don’t think this song works.  
Charles raises an eyebrow as Chip demonstrates the problem. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
I only have two hands. These notes 
can’t all be played at once.  
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CHARLES
Not unless we play them together.
Charles divides the music sheets, places his hands on the 
piano with Chip’s. Chip hesitates, but looks impressed. 
CHARLES (CONT’D)
Come on, it can’t be any harder 
than that Ka-Ka Punch thing. 
Chip nods. They share a smile. 
EXT. VACATION HOME - DAY - LATER
The sun has dimmed. We hear their music as we drift toward a 
window where we see Chip and Charles at the piano. 
Charles plays alone at first, his notes soft and haunting. 
The rhythm slow and purposeful. Chip joins in sharp contrast. 
He hits all the notes, but literally ‘hits’ them franticly. 
Our gentle drift towards them --             SHARP CUT TO:
INT. VACATION HOME, LIVING ROOM - DAY 
Chip fists the keys, shoves away. Charles continues playing. 
CHARLES 
... Chip? The song’s not over. 
CHIP
I missed a note. Gotta start over.  
CHARLES 
You’re failing to recognize your 
more pertinent problem. 
CHIP
My per-what problem? 
CHARLES
You clank on those keys like you’re 
trying to murder someone. Come see, 
you need to match my rhythm. 
CHIP
(approaching)
How about you try to match mine?  
CHARLES
That’s not how the song is written. 
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Chip tosses the sheet music into the air. 
CHIP
Only because you wrote it. 
Charles takes a long sip, watches his son open a closet. Chip 
finds a backpack. Slings it on.
CHARLES
(pointing)
If you need quarters, I keep spare 
change in that drawer.
Chip digs into the drawer, stuffs some coins in his pocket. 
CHARLES (CONT’D)
Need a ride to the arcade or...? 
He motions at his empty glass. Chip shoots a judgmental look 
at him. Yanks a skateboard from the closet.   
CHIP 
How about you just do your thing 
and I’ll do mine? 
Kind of like you and mom.
EXT. OUTSKIRTS OF CHICAGO - DAY
Angry electronic music blares. A “Do Not Cross” hand sign 
flashes. Chip, plugged in with the world shut out, skates 
through an intersection. 
He speeds down the sidewalk of a small bridge - weaves around 
pedestrians, amusing nobody but himself. 
He pops an Ollie when his music suddenly changes to 
classical. He eats pavement, skateboard tumbling with him. 
Chip rolls onto his back, checks his phone. “Dad” is calling. 
Hits the ignore button. The electronic music returns. 
TIME-LAPSE: DAY ebbs to NIGHT as his POV travels to... 
EXT. OKIZEME ARCADE - NIGHT
We pop out to a bird’s eye view - Chip rolls into the parking 
lot of the OKIZEME ARCADE. He stares above the entrance at: 
A rotating sculpture of Shoto’s Kami-Kami Punch colliding 
with the cyborg demon Acrimon, a homage to the infamous Ume 
aka “Okizeme” real master comeback. 
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Underneath that, a tagline reads: “Come Wake Up Your Game.” 
Chip enters as we draw closer to the sculpture. 
INT. OKIZEME ARCADE - NIGHT
The sculpture reenacted by live gameplay.  
CHIP
Kami-Kami Punch!
SHOTO
Kami-Kami Punch!
Chip releases a joystick to fist the air. The Yomi arcade 
cabinet in front of him displays: “Stay in Hell, Player Two.”  
PLAYER TWO - 20s, tattoos and piercings, shirt bearing the 
Anarchist symbol in bloody red font - stands next to Chip. 
PLAYER TWO
(sarcastic)
Uh, yeah. You’re really cool, kid. 
He walks off, leaving Chip staring at his 17 game winning 
streak. Chip spins around, beaming with pride.  
CHIP
Who’s next? 
No response. He’s alone. Bored, Chip looks about: 
Sees a father and son at a “Hoop Fever” basketball game. The 
son takes shots while his dad catches rebounds and cheers him 
on. Shot clock hits zero and a very low score is displayed. 
HOOP FEVER MACHINE
You could build a house with that 
many bricks! 
But the son doesn’t notice, he’s busy high-fiving his dad. 
Chip buries a pained expression, whips back around to Yomi. 
The heroic Shoto stands over his dead cyborg foe. Then 
repeatedly crouches, bouncing his crotch on Acrimon’s face. 
Chip giggles, rapidly presses down to keep teabagging. A 
girl’s laughter erupts behind him. Chip halts, petrified in 
embarrassment. Turns around ever so awkwardly.   
Watching with unabashed amusement is CHUN - 16, an adorably 
sharp Japanese gal. Wears an Okizeme employee uniform adorned 
with a collage of game characters, Japanese text and the 
tagline: “Come Wake up Your Game!” 
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CHUN
Sorry, I didn’t mean to creep on 
you like that.
She struggles to suppress more laughter. Her “ox horns” bun 
hair-style as bouncy as her demeanor.
CHIP
Oh, nah, you’re totally cool. I 
just... uh, didn’t know anyone was 
watching is all.
Chip smiles timidly, notices the name tag on her uniform. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Is that--
CHUN
Yep. That’s my real name. Yes, like 
the video game character. You were 
about to make a joke about that, 
weren’t you?  
CHIP
(laughs, nervous)
Well. Okay, maybe. But-- 
CHUN
It’s totally cool. Everybody does. 
I mean, not ‘everyone’. Just 
everyone I meet here. But I 
basically meet everyone here.   
Chun steps closer, talks with her hands as a nervous habit. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Because I sorta work here. My dad 
owns the place so I’m just helping 
him out over the summer. 
Chip perks up upon hearing this. 
CHIP
That’s so cool. He's like literally 
famous for playing this game.
CHUN
You’re funny. I mean, sure. As 
famous as video gamers get, I guess 
so. It’s not really a big deal.   
Chip’s phone rings his dad’s ringtone. He silences it. 
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CHIP
I wish my dad owned an awesome 
arcade. Does he let you play all 
the games for free and stuff? 
Chun smiles, becoming more comfortable. 
CHUN
Duh. 
CHIP
So you must be like a total badass 
at this game.  
CHUN
(approaching)
Oh, not this one. It’s too violent 
for his precious little girl. But I 
have managed to sneak off and mess 
around with it once or twice.  
She leans up against the cabinet.  
CHUN (CONT’D)
(whispers)
Hey, could you show me how to do 
that wicked Kami Punch move? And 
maybe tell me your name since 
you’re not wearing a name tag, Mr. 
17 game winning streak? 
Chip takes in a good look as she fiddles with the fightstick.  
CHIP
Wow. Good thing you already 
apologized for creeping. 
She playfully shrugs. Chip dramatically leans forward.
CHIP (CONT’D)
(whispers)
Okay. I’ll both show you my super 
secret move and tell you my super 
secret name. Under one condition... 
You can’t make fun of my name.  
CHUN
Really? You have a funny name?
Is it worse than Chun?
Chip nervously toys with the arcade joystick as he talks. 
Causing his character to hop about in the background. 
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CHIP
No, it’s not that bad. 
(cringes)
Besides I think you have-- that 
Chun is a lovely name...
Chun watches him struggle with patient amusement. Chip wipes 
his sweaty hands before extending one to her.
CHIP (CONT’D)
Chip. My name’s Chip.
She takes his hand with a wink. 
CHUN
So how’s your brother Dale been? 
Chun laughs. He forces a laugh. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Sorry, I'm a bit of a hypocrite. 
Best you know early. 
CHIP
That’s okay, I didn’t actually 
understand that reference. 
Chip's still shaking her hand. His phone rings again. 
CHUN
Do you need to answer that? 
CHIP
It’s nobody important.
He turns his phone off. Slams a quarter into the machine. 
LATER 
CLOSE ON Chip’s hands over Chun’s as he guides her through 
the Z motion input for the Kami-Kami Punch. 
SHOTO (O.S.)
Kami-Kami Punch!
CHIP
So your dad would probably be 
pretty pissed if he saw you doing 
his famous move, huh? 
She smiles. A dreamlike moment for Chip. 
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UME (O.S.)
Probably. 
Her father, Ume “Okizeme”, approaches. 50s, his presence more 
intimidating than ever. Chun distances herself from Chip. 
CHIP
Oh, man. That’s literally your dad, 
huh? The Ume “Okizeme.”    
Ume incinerates Chip’s child-like curiosity with a glance.   
UME
Sweetheart, Kota ‘literally’ your 
coworker requires assistance moving 
trash to the dumpster. 
Chun promptly leaves. 
CHIP
Chun. Hey, hold up just one second. 
Ume clanks a button on the Yomi arcade, commands Chip’s 
attention. 
UME
I was under the impression that you 
were in need of an opponent. 
Chip pussyfoots his way toward Ume. 
CHIP
Yeah, sure was. I’ll play a match 
with you. Sounds fun.
(pause)
I mean, is this like a ritual you 
do to all of Chun’s boyfriends?  
The lack of reaction from Ume unnerves Chip. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Just joking. I’m not her-- we 
literally met five minutes ago. Not 
that the idea of dating your 
daughter is a joke to me.   
The game goes to the character selection screen. Chip races 
Ume’s cursor and selects “Shoto” before he can. Ume chuckles. 
Ume hits random select - the roulette lands on a named 
CAPTAIN PYGMY, a small rodent wearing an oversized spacesuit.  
Chip scoffs. The game displays a loading screen. His eyes 
wander. A small crowd gathers to watch. No sign of Chun.  
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CHIP (CONT’D)
Well, I hope you know Pygmy’s 
special moves at least. Cause I’m 
actually kind of good at this game. 
IN GAME: Shoto and Captain Pygmy leap upon a slab of molten 
rock drifting through hell and size each other up. 
SHOTO
I’m not impressed.  
CAPTAIN PYGMY
Pygmy. 
GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Fight!
Chip goes for the Kami-Kami Punch. Twirls the joystick in the 
complex Z motion, prematurely cheers. Ume merely holds down.
SHOTO 
Kami-Kami Punch!
CHIP (O.S.)
Kami-Kami Punch!
Shoto launches the fiery uppercut. The tiny Captain Pygmy 
ducks - Shoto’s signature move hits nothing but air.
CHIP
What? But that always hits.  
Shoto floats to the ground, finds Pygmy still crouched. 
CHIP (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Come on. Aren’t you gonna fight me? 
Shoto cautiously steps closer. Suddenly, Pygmy jolts up and 
knees Shoto in the balls. Giggles at him.  
Chip gasps. Onlookers laugh at Shoto’s howls of pain.
ONLOOKER
Free him up, Ume!
Shoto awkwardly hops up and down, clutching his crotch.  
Chip wrestles with his joystick. He curses and punches at the 
buttons. Behind him, the crowd laughing and jeering.    
CHIP
Where was my Kami-Kami Punch? I 
know how to do that move. 
CRACK! Pygmy knees him in the balls again with a gleeful 
giggle. Shoto collapses with a pitiful cry. 
UME 
The game disagrees. 
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CHIP
Whatever. That is so cheap!  
Chip shoves away from the game. Ume keeps playing. Onlookers 
boo and mock Chip as he pushes past.
ONLOOKER
Rage quitting crybaby! 
CHIP
At least I play fair! He doesn’t 
even know Pygmy’s special moves!
Ume chuckles at the game where he’s teabagging Chip’s 
defeated character. Chip watches, upset. Ume turns to him.  
UME
You play this game to show off 
difficult moves... you should be 
playing to win. 
Ume pulls out a quarter and offers it to Chip. 
UME (CONT’D)
Want another shot, scrub? 
Chip stares. Crowd muted. Pygmy’s giggle and “scrub” echoes 
in his mind. On the monitor, Shoto relentlessly teabagged. 
He reaches for the quarter -- he’s suddenly yanked back by 
his father. Charles is furious, loud, drunk and in his face. 
CHARLES
What the hell is wrong with you? 
CHIP
Chill out, Dad! 
CHARLES
Chill out? You’ve been gone for 
over six hours! Do you know how 
many times I’ve tried calling?  
Chip fakes a look of confusion. 
CHIP
My phone must’ve died or something.
CHARLES
Bullshit. 
CHIP
Whatever. I told you where I was 
going. And here I am. 
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Ume steps in between them. 
UME
May I suggest you please take this 
conversation outside?   
CHARLES 
Excellent suggestion.
Charles marches Chip out. Chip struggles, looks for Chun. 
CHIP
Just hold on a minute. Jesus, Dad! 
Okay. Okay. I said okay, damnit!
She returns to Ume in time to see Chip dragged out the door. 
INT./EXT. CHARLES’ CAR, OUTSKIRTS OF CHICAGO - NIGHT
Charles drives erratically, has no patience for a red light - 
the same intersection Chip skateboarded through earlier. 
CHARLES 
Chip, you have no idea how blessed 
you are. You have a natural gift. A 
gift that you’re neglecting. And 
for what?
Charles cranks his window down, clumsily lights a cigarette 
as he swerves around a car while making a curve. Chip sits 
silent, afraid. Peels his eyes from the road to his phone. 
Charles blows smoke into the car as he glances over. 
CHARLES (CONT’D)
Oh, yeah. Phone’s dead, huh?   
CHIP
I’m calling mom. 
CHARLES
Perfect. Call her up. I bet she’ll 
sympathize with running out on me 
and ignoring my phone calls. 
CHIP
Screw you. You were the one who 
left us. This whole trip was mom’s 
idea anyways, so you don’t gotta 
pretend you even wanted me here. 
CHARLES
I’m pretending to care right now? 
That’s what this is? 
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Chip hastily scrolls through his contacts - finds “Mom.”
CHIP
Whatever. Doesn’t matter. Cause I’m 
done pretending for you. Pretending 
to still give a crap about music. 
That I got some special gift just 
cause I’m your son. 
Chip presses the call button. Brings the phone to his ear. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Done pretending that I want to be 
anything like you. 
Charles stares at Chip, crushed. Ignoring the road.  
CHIP (CONT’D)
(into phone)
Mom? You there? I need your--  
Headlights BLIND the interior of the car. We hear the hollow 
CRUNCH of plastic and metal colliding. 
BLACK. 
INT. HOSPITAL, OPERATING ROOM 
WHITE. 
TIME LAPSE: A blurred bird’s eye view of surgeons scrambling 
around Chip on the operating table. We hear the surgeons’ 
chatter as an expanding ambiguous murmur.  
Quick flash cut to Chip’s exposed spine.  
INT. HOSPITAL, PATIENT ROOM - NIGHT 
The buzzing murmur carries through to this scene. Chip. 
Bandaged. Two figures discuss inaudibly before him. His 
vision clears, reveals a DOCTOR and SONYA - his mother. 
A nurturing and upbeat woman who works in the police force. 
Normally unshakable, but nothing could prepare her for this. 
The doctor presents X-Rays of Chip’s spine. The explanations 
inaudible and we jump cut through his dialogue. Chip turns 
away from the Doctor, shell-shocked. On a table nearby, he 
reaches for a console with a Yomi game cartridge.
CHIP
Mom? This is so awesome. 
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SONYA
Sweetie. The doctor’s here to 
answer any of your questions. Is 
there anything you want to ask him? 
Anything at all? 
Chip appears to ponder deeply.  
CHIP
What’s a scrub? Someone called me a 
scrub, but I don’t know what that 
means.   
The doctor glances down at the scrubs he’s wearing. 
DOCTOR
Some disorientation is perfectly 
normal at this stage. I’ll give you 
two some space for now.  
The doctor leaves and Chip turns back to the Yomi console.
CHIP
Did you get this for me?
Sonya sits by him. Chooses her words carefully. 
SONYA
It’s from your dad. We had talked 
about how it should be a reward for 
working on your music this summer.
(deep breath)
But since... well, I thought it 
might help pass the time here.  
CHIP
Wow. Didn’t think he was listening 
when I told him about this game. 
Chip excitedly turns on the console. Smiles as the game’s 
main menu appears on-screen. He looks back at her, hopeful. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
You think Dad will come play with 
me? Or is he still mad at me?  
His mom struggles to not sob. Chip stares, bewildered. 
SONYA
Chip, you don’t remember?
Your father, he --  
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LATER
Chip’s alone. Emotionless. Bed inclined to face the TV. 
Fightstick in his hands. ‘2 Player’ option is highlighted on 
the Yomi menu screen. Chip moves it to ‘1 Player Mode.’ 
YOMI GAME ANNOUNCER
Choose your character!
The character select screen has Shoto as the default. Chip 
hesitates, moves away from Shoto and selects Captain Pygmy...   
BEGIN HOSPITAL MONTAGE
-Chip plays Yomi as a nurse checks his vitals.
-Surfs the web on a tablet. Clicks on: “Shoto Expert Combos.” 
-Chip talks to the staff prepping him for a surgery. Points 
them to his tablet. A physician politely nods, administering 
anesthesia. Chip falls asleep cradling the tablet. 
-Chip jolts awake. Lost and terrified. Pulls at the IVs in 
his arm. Tries to stand. Screams. Nurses rush in.
-Chip, sedated, as surgeons perform spinal fusion on his 
fractured spine. Flashes of them drilling into his spine. 
-An updated X-ray image placed next to his original, metal 
plates added up the length of his spine to fortify it.  
-Chip in physical therapy, fighting to walk with crutches. He 
collapses after one step. His mother there to help catch him.  
-Nurses lower Chip into a motorized wheelchair, instructing 
on how to operate it. He’s busy inspecting the chair’s 
joystick controls. He thrusts it full-speed forward. 
-Chip zooms down a hallway, laughing. Nurses chase after him. 
-He sulks as a nurse rolls him back in a regular wheelchair. 
-Therapy again, his mom leads him with a Yomi strategy guide 
like a carrot. He can’t do it. She gives it to him anyways.  
-Chip alone in his room, flips through the Yomi book. He sees 
an Ad for YOMI DEUS EX, the upcoming sequel boasting tag-team 
so you can finally, “Play side by side with a friend.” 
FADE TO BLACK.
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INT. CHIP’S HOME, LIVING ROOM - NIGHT 
Chip, now 16 with some adolescent facial hair, hobbles inside 
on crutches. Sonya follows him in, carrying luggage from his 
hospital stay. She flips on the house lights. 
SONYA
Welcome home.
Chip glances around the modest suburban home - zeros in on a 
chair lift attached to the stairs.  
CHIP
Uh, what is that? 
SONYA
Oh, that nifty doohickey there is--
CHIP
I’m not riding on that.  
SONYA
Well, the doctors don’t want you 
walking up stairs yet. It’s 
actually pretty cool. Watch. 
She hops on the lift, gestures excitedly. He deadpans as she 
ascends at a snail’s pace. The lift emitting an annoying hum. 
CHIP
How much did that cost to get 
installed? 
SONYA
Hmm... Remember how you promised to 
stop asking me that kind of 
question?  
CHIP
Whatever. Speaking of lifts, could 
you drop me off somewhere tomorrow 
afternoon?
SONYA
Drop you off where? 
CHIP
There's a midnight release event 
for Yomi Deus Ex, you know, the 
sequel to that--
SONYA
I know. And you know that I would, 
except it's a school night. 
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The lift squeals to a halt as Chip looks crushed. The hum 
returns as Sonya descends in the lift.  
SONYA (CONT’D)
Come on. Aren't you excited to go 
back to school? I bet your friends 
are excited to see you again.
CHIP
(looks evasive)
So the surprise present you had 
waiting for me...
SONYA 
(chuckles)
No, I wasn’t talking the lift. 
She hops off, walks the rest of the way down. She touches him 
by the shoulder and guides him to turn around.   
SONYA (CONT’D)
Behind you. 
His father’s grand piano has been awkwardly placed where 
their TV should be. Sonya embraces Chip with a side-hug. 
CHIP
Uh. Where did you put the TV at? 
She lets him go and walks over to admire it. Chip stays put.   
SONYA
Oh, I know it’s kind of out of 
place. Just didn’t really know 
where else to put it. 
CHIP
So did you pawn off the TV or 
something? 
SONYA
No... I put it up in your bedroom 
to replace your old TV. Which, yes, 
I pawned off.  
CHIP
Cool. Well, I’m going to go unpack 
and settle in.  
Chip tries to lift a bag with one of his crutches. His mom 
grabs it. She hands it to him with a look of concern.   
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SONYA
Do you want me to bring up the rest 
for you? 
He plops down on the chair lift. Hits the button. 
INT. CHIP'S BEDROOM - NIGHT
The walls painted baby blue decorated with movie posters. 
Super Mario bedsheets. A baseball night light. A styrofoam
model of the solar system hangs from the ceiling. 
Chip looks at the room as if he doesn't recognize it. He 
opens his bag on the bed. Pulls out his game console.
Carries it to the modest flat-screen on his dresser at the 
foot of his bed. Brushes aside a framed photo of his father 
teaching him to play piano to make room for the console. 
INT. CHIP'S BEDROOM - DAY
Chip plays Yomi on mute. But his rapid button clicks are 
plenty noisy. He’s in practice mode using Captain Pygmy with 
Shoto as his punching bag. A knock at his door startles him.
SONYA (O.S.)
Chip, I need you to catch the bus 
so I'm not late for work.
CHIP
Be out in a minute, Mom. 
His mom walks in on him, wearing her police uniform and 
carrying the rest of his bags from downstairs.
SONYA
Busted. 
He makes a futile attempt to hide his fightstick. 
CHIP
Not cool, Mom. 
She drops his bags next to him on the bed.
SONYA
You left your clothes downstairs, I 
knew you weren't changing.
CHIP
So? I could've been jacking off or 
something. Christ. 
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INT. CHIP'S HOME - DAY
Chip looks miserable as he rides down the stairwell in the 
chair lift. His mom waits at the bottom with his bookbag.  
SONYA
Lunch is in your bag.
(kisses him on the cheek)
I love you, have a good day at 
school.   
Chip crutches toward the door. 
CHIP
I’m blaming the doohickey if I 
missed the bus. 
EXT. DRIVEWAY OF CHIP’S HOME - DAY 
Chip waits, leans against his mom’s police car. He sees a bus 
turn a corner of the subdivision, heading his way. 
He squints - it’s a handicapped school bus. A look of dread. 
LATER
Sonya strides out the door, sipping on a coffee. Car keys in 
hand, smile on her face. When suddenly--  
CHIP (O.S.)
Mom! 
She jolts back, spilling coffee all over herself.   
SONYA
Holy fu-ahhhh! 
Chip crawls out from under her car, dragging his crutches.  
CHIP
Mom, I missed the bus! 
She wipes coffee from her face, flabbergasted.
SONYA
Okay? What-- why are you--
Chip's bag has him wedged under the car, he wiggles furiously 
trying to break free.
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CHIP
(yelling)
Cause it was a short bus. Like for 
retarded kids. Did you tell the 
school to send a special bus?
SONYA
You mean, a handicapped bus?
CHIP
Why, Mom? Why would you do that? Do 
you know how embarrassing that is?
Sonya kneels, sympathetic but stern.
SONYA
Because Chip, honey... you're 
handicapped. 
EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - DAY 
Sonya’s police car pulls up, startling students. Skater kids 
grouped near a ‘No Smoking’ sign snub out their cigarettes. 
Chip hurries and hobbles out of the car.
SONYA
Hold up, Superkid. Let me at least 
help you with the door.      
CHIP
Got it. Thanks again, Mom.  
SONYA
Okay, I love you. Remember you can 
call me anytime if you need--   
Chip notices all of the students staring at him.  
CHIP
Yep. Love you, too. Bye. 
Chip almost falls as he shuts the door. He recovers, waves 
away his mom. Chip keeps his head down on his way to school.  
JOE (O.S.)
Holy shit. It’s Chippy!
JOE’S BRO (O.S.)
Who? 
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JOE (O.S.)
Chippy, dude. From middle school. 
(to Chip)
Yo, Chippy! It’s me, Joe! 
Chip stares at the approaching Skaters like a Shoto trapped 
Acrimon’s net, or in layman terms - a deer in headlights. 
Leading the pack is JOE - 17, Asian, bulky after a recent 
growth spurt, wears a band hoodie and a beanie complete with 
a skateboard in hand. This used to be Chip’s best friend. 
JOE’S BRO
Say what? I thought you said he 
died. Like years ago.  
JOE
Uh. No, I didn’t, retard. 
JOE’S BRO #2
Nah, Joe. You’re tripping cause you 
definitely said that he was dead. 
Chip’s face to face with them, but they don’t actually engage 
him. So he just stands there, mortified, as they argue.  
JOE
I am not tripping. That’s my boy, 
Chippy, right here. 
CHIP
Hi. Yep. I’m right here. 
JOE'S BRO #2
Chippy. We missed you, dude. Where 
the hell you been?
JOE
Yeah, man. I tried calling you. 
What happened, you fall into 
another coma or something?
CHIP
Yeah, no, exactly. My mom canceled 
my phone after I fell back into a 
coma. Because, you know, I wasn’t 
using it. 
Joe and his bros laugh. Chip fakes a laugh to join them.  
JOE
Damn. That’s messed up. Here, let 
me carry your bag for you, bro. 
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CHIP
Nah, I’m alright --
Joe already has the bag off his back. The clique leaves for 
the school entrance. Chip has no choice but to tag along. 
JOE
So whatcha got for first block? 
CHIP
Math, I think. 
JOE
No shit. I got freshman algebra, 
too. Is it with Hansen? 
CHIP
Uh... I’m not sure. Aren’t you a 
year ahead of me?  
Students funnel together closer as they near the entrance. 
JOE
Failed last year. Sucks. But it’d 
be rad if we had first block 
together. Check your schedule, bro.    
Joe holds open the door. Chip hesitates, blocking traffic. 
CHIP
(pointing)
Yeah, it’s in my -- nevermind.  
INT. HIGH SCHOOL, LOBBY - CONTINUOUS
Chip awkwardly continues through the entrance. He weaves out 
of the way of passing students, waits for Joe to catch up. 
JOE
Sorry, bro. Couldn’t hear ya. 
CHIP
Oh, my schedule. It’s in my bag. 
(off Joe’s blank look)
You wanted me to check it. 
Chip stares, expectantly. It finally clicks for Joe. 
JOE
Oh. Sorry, bro. Forgot I had it. 
He hands Chip his bag. The bell for first block rings. 
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Joe walks off. Chip pulls out his schedule. A sizable crowd 
hustles between them. 
CHIP
(reading)
Sorry, bro. I don’t have Hansen. 
JOE
(calling out)
Hurry, Chippy. We’re gonna be late. 
CHIP
I don’t have Hansen’s class! Catch 
you later!
INT. SCHOOL BATHROOM - DAY
Chip hastily locks himself inside a stall with trembling 
hands. Shuts his eyes. He’s hyperventilating. A panic attack. 
He turns - vomits standing, propped up by his crutches. 
He slides down the wall to the ground. Pulls out his phone - 
vision blurry, scrolls to “Mom.” Hesitates. Locks his phone.
CHIP
(mutters)
Oh, Pygmy. Pygmy. Pygmy.
He chuckles. Shaking his head. Fumbles in his bag, finds 
headphones. They’re ungodly tangled. He fights to untangle 
them. Gives up. Plugs them in his phone anyways.
Bends over to put them on despite the jumbled wires. Angry 
electronic music blares. Snaps his head back. Skips the song. 
His Dad's classical music plays. His eyes widen. But the song 
begins to soothe him. His breathing calms as he hums with it. 
A bird’s eye view - Chip in the stall, his panic fading.
CHIP (CONT’D)
I gotta get out of his place. 
His Dad's song continues throughout a 
MONTAGE - CHIP SKIPS SCHOOL
- SCHOOL PARKING LOT - Chip moving down the sidewalk, sees 
the school buses leaving, the caboose is Chip's short bus.
- CHIP’S PHONE - Maps app estimates over three hours on foot. 
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- A PARK - Chip stops to drink from a water fountain, sweaty. 
Kids play on a playground in the background. 
- OUTSKIRTS OF CHICAGO - At a familiar bridge, Chip waits at 
a crosswalk signaling: “Do Not Walk.”
- CURVE ON THE ROAD - A memorial cross where his Dad died. 
Chip sharply turns from it, moves with haste. 
- A BENCH - Chip eats the lunch from his bag, solemn. 
- CHIP’S PHONE - His Mom texts: “Sorry. Busy day at work. 
Might not be home when you get there. Love you.” 
He replies: “No worries. I’ll be fine alone.”
EXT. OKIZEME ARCADE - DAY
Bird’s eye view - Chip hobbles up to the parking lot.
Still a lavish spectacle, but today the place is also packed. 
Chip stops by the building’s corner to take a breath, eyes a 
crowd of gamers socializing outside the entrance. 
Around the corner is a fenced-in garbage dumpster. Chip 
glances over at it and is hit with a surprise - Chun. 
She’s perched against the fence smoking a cigarette alone. 
17, resembling a femme fatale more than her namesake, she’s 
taken the liberty of turning her Okizeme uniform into a 
backless crop top with Jean shorts.
Chip takes in the sight of her. Excitedly waves. 
Chun doesn't acknowledge him. She tosses her cigarette and 
disappears through an employee-only side entrance. 
Chip's waving hand and face drops. 
CHIP
Uh, okay. Cool. You know, she 
probably just didn't see me.
INT. OKIZEME ARCADE - DAY
A crowd of gamers migrate down the main walkway toward double-
doors in the back. Chip’s at Yomi arcade cabinet on the 
outskirts. His crutches propped on the player two seat. 
GAME ANNOUNCER  (O.S.)
Fight!
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Chip takes a deep breath before hitting a flurry of buttons 
just as we saw him practicing last night. 
IN GAME: Captain Pygmy unleashes relentless offense against 
Shoto. There’s a strict pattern and rhythm to his attacks - 
A forward knee followed by a backhand, then he ignites his 
suit thrusters. But before he rockets off, Pygmy’s animation 
glitch-cancels into another forward knee creating an loop. 
Marking each cycle, Pygmy barks “Pygmy!” during the cancel. 
Chip inputs the cycle of commands at lighting speed.  
CAPTAIN PYGMY (O.S.)
Pygmy! Pygmy! Pygmy--
GAME ANNOUNCER (O.S.)
K-O!
CHUN (O.S.)
Wooooow! 
Chip finds Chun leaned over the player two seat.
CHUN (CONT’D)
That was incredible. Was that an 
infinite?
Chip avoids eye contact, startled and timid. Nods.  
CHIP
Oh, uh. Yeah, kind of. 
CHUN
No way. Seriously? I thought they 
patched them all out after the 
Salty BnB shitstorm. I've never 
seen that before. 
CHIP
I'm sure people know about it.
She yanks his attention to the name tag pinned on her chest.  
CHUN
Dude, no. My Dad's Ume. You know, 
the Ume "Okizeme." If I've never 
seen it, no one has. 
He laughs embarrassed and averts his eyes from her chest. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
What's your name? I gotta catch 
your matches.
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Chun opens her iPad - scans through the list of players.
CHIP
Chip... but I didn’t bring Dale 
with me. 
Chun smirks, scrolls on her iPad.
CHUN
Huh. I can't seem to find you. 
CHIP
Uh, Chip is my actual name. I'm not 
signed up.
Chun’s confused for a moment, then face-palms. 
CHUN
Oh, duh, you're a walk-in. What's 
your handle? I’ll sign you up real 
quick. Just give your entrant fee 
to the check-in staff in the arena. 
CHIP
So you don't remember me at all, do 
you? We've met before. Your dad 
caught us playing Yomi together? 
Got all pissed. 
CHUN
Oh, wow. Yeah. Then your dad showed 
up and made a huge scene. God, that 
was nuts. I didn’t think anyone’s 
dad was a bigger asshole than mine.  
Chip stiffly laughs and whips back to his game. On screen - 
“Game Over. Insert another coin to continue.” He curses under 
his breath. Chun watches him dig his empty pockets. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Hey. How about you let me cover 
your fee? Just grab your ‘buddies’  
(points to his crutches)
And get your butt to the arena. 
CHIP
I can’t let you do that. Isn’t it 
like fifty dollars? 
She scoffs and directs him back to her name tag. Chip cracks 
a smile, but stays put as she leads the way. 
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CHUN
So what should I put down for your 
gamer tag? Chippendale? 
She turns back, ready to add his name on her iPad.
CHIP
Could I possibly just borrow a 
quarter from you instead? Please? 
CHUN
You're a funny guy, Chip. 
Her expression turns sour as she studies his anxious face.  
LATER
Chip alone at the Yomi cabinet. The game displays a 17 game 
winning streak. The game loads his next match, he eyes text 
requesting player two to enter a coin to join. 
He hears cheers coming from the arena. Lets go of the 
fightstick with a sigh. Grabs his crutches.
INT. OKIZEME TOURNAMENT ARENA - NIGHT
Where Apex resembled a rock concert, this place could host 
underground boxing. Chip looks lost as he approaches. 
Sweaty nerds pack bleachers that surround a fighting ring 
with a gaming station center-stage. A ragged projector screen 
curtains the back. Court-side, seated at a ghetto-rigged A/V 
table is Ume and other employees helping run the show. 
Chip halts when he spots Ume. Remains lurking, concealed 
under the bleachers and turns his eyes to the stage: 
Commentator Brady - the only man here in a suit, graying but 
as lively and flamboyant as ever - addresses the crowd. 
BRADY
Best hold onto something, folks. 
Before we start the next match of 
tonight’s epic King of the Tower I 
have something that’s about to blow 
your tits clean off... An exclusive 
sneak peek at Yomi Deus Ex!
The lights dim and the trailer is projected on-screen:   
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EXT. OUTER SPACE 
Shoto meditates under a bodhi tree. We pull back to reveal 
this tiny patch of Earth is encapsulated by an energy field. 
A Fantasy spaceship that zooms through a wormhole.  
SHOTO (V.O.)
The path to redemption. I thought 
it was over. I fought my way out of 
Hell for a second chance. I just 
wanted to go home... reunite with 
my beautiful wife and infant son.   
CLOSE ON: Shoto’s eyes - slowly open and glow with power.
SHOTO (V.O.)
It wasn’t over.  
The spaceship exits the wormhole - crashes into Hell. 
EXT. HELL (YOMI LAND) 
Shoto emerges from the rubble. The tree catches fire behind 
him as he addresses the audience. 
SHOTO (V.O.)
Sent back to Hell by God. Fore the 
Almighty thus saith unto me... 
‘Vanish all Evil.’ 
CHELONII - a hideous imp demon - flutters toward Shoto, picks 
ooze from his ears with his pointed tail. 
CHELONII
This looks fun.
Shoto spins around. Acrimon approaches, flanking him, spewing 
flames from his arms. 
ACRIMON
We will show no mercy!
They close in on our hero. But suddenly a cyclone of smoke 
rages to his aid. Emerging from the cyclone with a dance of 
flip-kicks is THE GREAT KEKOMI - The Ken to Shoto’s Ryu. 
THE GREAT KEKOMI
God sent me, too. This time we 
fight together!
SUPER: SUPER TAG-TEAM MODE!
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An eruption of Hell lava beneath them breaks apart the 
battleground and sends them soaring in the air. 
The fighters leap between platforms in a chaotic 2v2 battle. 
SUPER: INTERACTABLE ENVIRONMENTS!
Kekomi sends Acrimon flying with a tornado kick, then Shoto 
thwacks him through the roof of the screen with a...  
SHOTO
Kami-Kami Punch!
INT. OKIZEME TOURNAMENT ARENA - NIGHT
Chip watches, enthralled. Suddenly, he's face to face with 
Chun - she hangs upside down from the bleachers above him. 
CHUN 
What are you, Phantom of the Opera? 
CHIP
Whoa, hey there. Oh, that's clever, 
I actually know that reference. 
CHUN
Congrats. Now stop lurking like a 
weirdo and come sit with me. 
LATER
GAME ANNOUNCER (O.S.)
Yomi Deus Ex. Vanish evil together.
The lights return. Chip sits with Chun on the bleachers. She 
slurps from a large styrofoam cup, feet propped up.
CHUN
It’s been a shitshow. Do you know 
how King of the Tower works? 
(doesn’t wait)
Like King of the Hill except you 
gotta beat everyone to win. 
CHIP
Sounds like it’ll take forever. 
Chun offers her drink to Chip.
CHUN
You’d think, but this might be our 
last match. 
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Chip absentmindedly takes a sip. He rears back, disgusted. 
CHIP
(coughing)
What is this?
CHUN
Jack. And some soda is in there 
somewhere. 
He hands it back with a fully extended arm. 
BRADY
Introducing the king’s last 
challenger... ‘Sexy the Hutt!’ 
RODNEY is his real name - 20s, a stoner who manages a pizza 
restaurant. He climbs into the ring gets a few pity claps.     
Chip is one of those claps. Chun motions for him to stop. 
CHUN
Poor dude’s about to get bodied. 
CHIP
So his opponent must be really 
good. Who is he?  
CHUN
A douchebag. Goes by the gamer tag--
The lights suddenly go out. A Korean rap silences the crowd. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Oh, look. He's making his grand 
entrance now.
A shrill voice booms through a megaphone:   
UNKNOWN ANNOUNCER (O.S.)
Prepare yourself, noobs! Here to 
defend his title... the undefeated 
champion, the Yomi God, the... 
“Flawless Legend.”    
BANG! A crackle of light scatters on the ring. The arena 
lights pop back on. Emerging from smoke is “Flawless Legend” - 
he wears a self-made fan shirt with his face printed on it, 
“I’m a Flawless Legend, biotch!” and a copyright symbol.      
Flawless wields a boombox and a megaphone. He drops one after 
the other. Flips on ray ban aviators. Reaches out to the 
crowd. The lack of cheers cringe-inducing. Chip is shocked to 
recognize him as Joe from school. 
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CHIP
Oh my God. Is that Joe?  
CHUN
You know that jerkoff?      
CHIP
Sort of.. had no idea he played.      
CHUN
Oh, he plays. Calls himself the 
second coming of Ume “Okizeme.” 
Chip sneaks a glance at Ume, who does not at all appear 
amused by Joe’s showmanship. Rodney turns off the boombox. 
RODNEY
I’m ready to play whenever you 
finish gurgling your own jizz. 
JOE
What’s the matter, Sexy? You in a 
hurry to get mopped? You nervous? 
Don’t worry. I’ll make it quick. 
Rodney bites his tongue, takes a breath. He’s sweating. 
BRADY (O.S.)
And here we go. Sexy the Hutt’s 
sexy Mohini versus Flawless 
Legend’s Great Kekomi.  
IN GAME: A cyclone of smoke tearing through hell materializes 
into “Flawless Legend” Joe’s character - The Great Kekomi. 
Rodney’s character, MOHINI - a Succubus. Scantly clad in 
undergarments made of bones. She admires a dance of flip-
kicks by Kekomi. Her snake-like tongue hissing in excitement. 
MOHINI 
Mmmm. You look tasty.  
THE GREAT KEKOMI
Retreat, demon. You won’t like the 
taste when I shove my foot down 
your throat. 
MOHINI
Only one foot? I’ve had bigger. 
Chip leans in, excited for the match. Chun twiddles with her 
straw, nervously crunches it into a ball as she watches. 
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GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Fight!
Quicker than lighting, Kekomi strikes Mohini in the face with 
a dive kick. Sending her tumbling to the ground.  
MOHINI (  --------)                  (-----) THE GREAT KEKOMI
Joe inputs commands with precision and no hesitation.  
CHIP
(facepalms)
That dive kick is death on block. 
Ughhh, why didn’t he just block? 
Kekomi flips into the air, crossing over the prone Mohini. 
She rips a bone dagger from her garments, revealing even more 
cleavage - swipes at him. But Kekomi vanishes in smoke, 
reappears behind Mohini and lands his signature cyclone kick. 
MOHINI (      ----)                  (-----) THE GREAT KEKOMI
BRADY (O.S.)
Flawless already off to a 
commanding start.
Mohini whirls to the ground. Kekomi grabs her as she 
struggles to find her feet. Bends Mohini back on his knee and 
pummels her face - IP MAN thousand chain punch style.  
Joe briefly lets go of his stick to mimic the chain punches. 
Rodney curses under his breath.  
BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Things are looking dire for our 
challenger. He needs to bring sexy 
back in a hurry.
MOHINI (        --)                  (-----) THE GREAT KEKOMI
Kekomi lets Mohini’s limp body drop, does a flip over her. 
Chip’s palm drops from his face. 
CHIP
Come on. Wait for the teleport. 
Kekomi vanishes again. This time Rodney’s ready. Mohini turns 
with a roar, viciously stabs him in the air. She snatches him 
as he falls, and Piledrives him with her knees.
MOHINI (        --)                  (   --) THE GREAT KEKOMI
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Rodney rocks in his chair, feeling himself. Joe’s face 
twitches in anger. Smacks in his next command.  
BRADY (O.S.)
Could it be? Is the comeback real? 
Kekomi flips up. Flies at Mohini with a reckless dive kick.   
She blocks it, casts a shield that Kekomi ricochets off. He 
spins away in a ball. Vulnerable to counterattack. 
CHIP
That’s it! He got him!  
Rodney’s composure cracks. Stiffly hits his buttons with a 
deer in headlights expression. 
Mohini’s leg grab misses Kekomi during his fall. Kekomi rises 
with a cyclone kick that rips Mohini into bloody pieces. 
BRADY (O.S.)
Oh my lord. That one’s sure to 
haunt Sexy.    
Rodney covers his face in shame and disbelief. Joe kicks 
around stage like a moron as a victory dance to no applause. 
Chun flicks away her balled straw. 
CHIP
I can’t believe it. What happened?  
CHUN
He choked. Not the first time.
Joe scoops up his megaphone. Brandishes his shirt. 
JOE
I'm flawless, biotches! Undefeated. 
Could the rumors be true? Am I the 
second coming of Ume "Okizeme"? 
Crushed, Rodney slinks off stage. Ume shakes his head with 
disgust and straight up leaves. Joe doesn't notice. 
JOE (CONT’D)
Now where my prize money at? And my 
trophy... There is a trophy, right? 
Chun shoots Chip a look that reads: "FML"
CHUN
Gee, Dad. Thanks. The honor is all 
mine.
(off his look)
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(MORE)
My Dad’s AWOL so it falls on me to 
give Flawless his reward. 
Chip scans around, plotting an escape route.
CHUN (CONT’D)
Don’t you dare run off on me.
Chip waves one of his crutches at her. 
CHIP
Wouldn’t make it far. 
Chun winks at him before hopping down from the bleachers. She 
unlocks a box on the A/V table. Pulls out an envelope and an 
ancient looking scroll. Makes her way on stage. Joe lowers 
his aviators and whistles as Chun approaches. 
JOE
I don’t see a trophy. Unless I’m 
taking you home tonight?
She offers the envelope. Disinterested, he creepily circles 
her. Licks his lips then puckers them back on his megaphone. 
JOE (CONT’D)
Mmmm. Wouldn’t be the first time 
I’ve claimed that prize.
Gasps spread. Chip stares, mortified. Chun looks like she 
wishes she had Mohini's daggers to shank Joe with. She shoves 
him the envelope and snatches his megaphone. Addresses the 
crowd with the mysterious scroll raised high. 
CHUN
This is an exclusive invitation to 
represent this region in the 
world’s very first international 
tournament for Yomi Deus Ex. 
The announcement piques the room’s interest. Aside from Joe, 
busy counting the prize money from the envelope.  
CHUN (CONT’D)
Two weeks from today, the world’s 
finest will compete here. Winner 
leaves with a million dollars. 
That grabs Joe’s attention. He extends an eager hand. 
JOE
Come on, Chun-bun. Stop being such 
a tease and give it up already.  
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CHUN (CONT'D)
He advances uncomfortably close to her. 
JOE (CONT’D)
Everyone knows I’m the best. You 
see that last match? Straight-up 
bodied him. It was flawless.  
CHUN
Looked fraudulent to me. But I know 
someone who could flawless you.
Dread engulfs Chip. Scoots to the bleacher’s edge, considers 
jumping. Joe leans on the ropes, waves his wad of bills.
JOE
Oh, yeah? Where he at? Come Money 
Match me, biotch. I'm putting up 
300 bucks, what you got?
Chun points at Chip. Who hasn't made it far. He tries to 
pretend he's not the guy but soon all eyes are on him. 
CHUN
Come on, Chip. Get up here and show 
everyone what you can do. 
CHIP
I'd love to play, but sorry, I 
don’t just happen to have hundreds 
of dollars on me. So maybe later? 
Joe bursts into laughter at the sight of Chip. 
JOE
She's talking about you?
CHIP
(laughs along)
Yeah, it's me. Pretty weird, huh? 
Didn't even know that you--
JOE
You’re sick, girl. Why you tryin' 
to embarrass some rando cripple?
Chip is stunned, hurt, and confused. 
CHIP
(faint)
Joe, it’s me. Chip. 
Chun leans on the ropes next to Joe. 
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CHUN
Since you think he’s free, how 
about you play him for free? Winner 
gets the money and the scroll. 
JOE
Fine. But I want his crutches. If I 
win, I get em.  
A shit-eating grin smears across Joe’s face. The crowd loves 
it. They clear a path and egg Chip on. He moves in a daze, 
stops at the stage. Chun lifts the bottom rope.  
CHUN
Come on, I’ll help you up. 
He slide-wiggles into the ring. Chun lifts him. A moment 
where she holds him close, balancing him against the ropes. 
Chip becomes suddenly aware of the staring crowd. Chun hands 
him his crutches and escorts him to the game setup. She 
kisses Chip on the cheek before leaving.
Joe slaps down his money. Scoots his seat up next to Chip. 
JOE
What? No kiss for me?
(to Chip)
Damn bro, how long has that bitch 
had you in the friend zone?  
CHIP
Joe, what's the matter with you? I 
thought we were friends. Why are 
you acting like we've never met?
Joe clicks his tongue. Nods. 
JOE
Yeah, you friends with Joe. But in 
here, my name is Flawless Legend. 
Chun sits next to Brady. 
CHUN
Hey, Brady. Want me to run 
commentary with you? 
BRADY
You bet your tits I do. 
(covers his mic)
So who the heck is this kid 
anyways? What’s his gamertag?
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Chun thinks, spots her Dad lurking within the crowd, smirks.
CHUN
Let's call him... Scrub. 
Joe leans in close to Chip, whispers.  
JOE
Hope you ready. I'm going in hard, 
no condom, about to fuck for real. 
(points to Chun)
And then, Imma bend her over that 
pedestal you got her on. Mmmm.   
CHIP
Wow. 
Chip leans away to flip on Joe’s boombox. Turns the volume 
all the way up. He rocks to the beat, selects his character.  
Chun and Brady exchange perplexed looks. 
BRADY 
Is our mysterious newcomer playing 
mind games with Flawless Legend?  
CHUN
(laughs)
Look at FL. He doesn’t know what to 
make of it.  
Brady checks the stream monitor - 10,000 viewers.  
BRADY
Well, stream monsters, the most 
bizarre money match you’ve ever 
seen is about to begin. 
IN GAME: Captain Pygmy jets onto the scene. He strikes a 
pose, chokes on his jetpack's exhaust. Kekomi emerges from 
his cyclone. Shows no amusement. 
KEKOMI
Is this a joke? If so, the 
punchline will be your face. 
Pygmy hunches up. Growls. 
CAPTAIN PYGMY
Pygmy!
Joe wears a cocky smile. Has his stick pushed up, ready to 
dive kick when the match starts. Chip notices. 
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GAME ANNOUNCER (O.S.)
FIGHT! 
Pygmy’s thrusters flare. Kekomi dive kicks. Pygmy rockets 
underneath him. Kekomi lands in exhaust, disorientated. 
BRADY
Incredible dodge. But if he knew it 
was coming, why not just block?
CHUN
Because you can’t block if you want 
a flawless vanquishment.  
Pygmy giggles and shakes his butt at Kekomi.   
BRADY (O.S.)
Oh my god, he’s taunting him. 
Kekomi charges with a palm strike. Pygmy evades, knees him in 
the balls. Kekomi howls, paralyzed. 
CAPTAIN PYGMY (-----)                ( ----) THE GREAT KEKOMI
Chip spies at an infuriated Joe mashing his buttons. 
JOE
Eat this, you little faggot.
Pygmy knees him in the balls again. Giggles. 
BRADY (O.S.)
Flawless not respecting the frame 
trap. You can’t hit buttons after 
Pygmy’s low blow. 
CHUN (O.S.)
Well, Brady, respect isn’t 
something he’s known for.  
Joe hears laughter from the crowd. His composure cracks - 
he’s afraid. Chip inputs commands at lighting speed. 
He unleashes the block infinite - Pygmy thrusts a knee 
forward, backhands, his thrusters flare and the animation 
glitch-cancels into another forward knee.  
CAPTAIN PYGMY (-----)                (   --) THE GREAT KEKOMI
Pygmy’s blitzkrieg chips away Kekomi’s health at an alarming 
rate. Joe’s song abruptly ends, replaced with the sound of:
CAPTAIN PYGMY
Pygmy! Pygmy! Pygmy!
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The crowd is blown away. Rodney strolls back inside - his 
stoned eyes widen in amazement. 
RODNEY
Mother of God. 
Brady sounds like he has asthma as he tries to form words. 
Joe is mindfucked, paralyzed holding block until: 
GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
K-O! A flawless vanquishment! 
Joe slams his fightstick on the ground. Chip backs up. 
BRADY (O.S.)
Sweet baby Jesus, the salt is real. 
Chun grabs the scroll and dashes over to the stage. Ume 
blocks her path. He shakes his head and takes the scroll. Joe 
angrily points at a retreating Chip. Chip loses his balance. 
JOE
Oh, hell no. Deal's off. That was 
some whack cheap-ass bullshit. 
Joe reaches for the money -- Ume snatches his hand. 
UME
Only a scrub blames the game when 
they lose. 
(melts Joe with a stare)
Learn from this. 
Ume lets him go. Joe bolts. The crowd boos him. 
RODNEY
Peace out, Flawed Legend!
Ume offers Chip a hand. Chip takes it, star-struck. On his 
feet, he realizes Ume handed him the scroll. 
UME
Let’s hear it for Okizeme Arcade’s 
sponsored player, Scrub! 
The crowd cheers, chanting “Scrub.” Chip looks pale. The room 
seems to close in on him. Ume brings the mic to him, but Chip 
can’t hear what he’s being asked. Everything is deafening. 
CHIP
I-- Sorry. I need to go-- need to 
call my mom.
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EXT. OKIZEME ARCADE - NIGHT
Chip emerges from the side exit by the dumpster. He stuffs 
the scroll in his bag. Rummages and finds his phone, sighs: 
Missed calls and texts from his mom - “Am I going to have to 
file a missing person report on my own son? Call me."
He summons the mental fortitude to call her back. 
SONYA (V.O.)
Chip Owen Lasker! Where in the heck 
are you, young man?
Chip winces the phone slightly off his ear.
CHIP
Hey, sorry. I texted you, guess it 
didn't go through for some reason. 
SONYA (V.O.)
Likely story. So spill the beans, 
how much are your captors asking 
for ransom?   
CHIP
Ha. I did kind of get kidnapped. 
Some of my old friends wanted to 
hang out tonight and catch up.
SONYA (V.O.)
I'm... glad to hear that. But it's 
way past your curfew. Text me the 
address so I can come get you.
CHIP
Nah, that's okay. One of their 
parents is taking me home soon. 
The side exit opens. Chip sees Chun and Rodney walking out. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
(hushed)
See you back home, love ya, bye.
Rodney lights a cigarette as he walks with Chun.   
RODNEY
You expect me to believe he's just 
some rando you met? 
CHUN
Didn’t I expect you to believe it, 
but that’s what happened. 
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Chun mimes smoking at him. He hands her one with an eye roll. 
Chip tries to act relaxed as they draw closer. Tries. 
RODNEY
Admit it, you used daddy's 
connections to fly in some pro to 
publicly humiliate your ex. 
(takes a long drag)
This was clearly a concealed, 
covert, surgical strike.
CHUN
Smoke less weed, Rodney. 
Rodney crafts a veil over Chun with jazz-hands and smoke. 
RODNEY
But Chun, weed is what allows me to 
see past your veil of devious lies.
CHUN
Ooo... You know too much, my 
assassin might need to put you 
down. Watch out, he's behind you.
Rodney jumps when he sees Chip behind him. Raises his hands 
as if to surrender. Chip looks anything but relaxed.
CHIP
Uh... Fear not, I come in peace.
Chun moves in. Perches herself on the fence, side by side 
with Chip. He watches her take a nonchalant drag from her 
cigarette. She’s trying to look cool and it’s working. 
CHUN
B-T-dubs, you forgot this.
She nudges him with a roll of dollar bills. Chip takes it. 
He’s never held this much money before. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
So did you get a hold of your mom? 
Everything chill?   
CHIP
Huh? Oh, yeah. She just wanted to 
check in with me. You know. 
Chun nods, skeptical. Rodney steps up to Chip. 
RODNEY
Hey, dude. Bout to grab some pizza 
and kill time, wanna tag along? 
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CHUN
Yeah, you should totally come chill 
at Not Pizza Hut.  
CHIP
Okay, yeah. So where are we going?    
RODNEY
(laughs)
It’s just down the block. 
Chip sees Chun head for the arcade instead.
CHIP
Oh, uh, you’re not coming with? 
CHUN
Gotta get back to work. I’ll catch 
you guys later. 
Chip stares as she savors one last drag before leaving. 
RODNEY
Yo, Earth to Chip. 
CHIP
Sorry. I'm coming. 
Chip walks with him. Rodney lights another cig for the trip.
CHIP (CONT’D)
Hey, could I maybe bum one of those 
from you? 
Rodney eyes him, then chuckles and hands him the entire pack. 
RODNEY
Least I can do for the man who 
bodied Flawless Legend. 
EXT. NOT PIZZA HUT - NIGHT
Chip and Rodney approach what clearly used to be a Pizza Hut. 
The word "Not" added by a janky neon sign. 
CHIP
Wow. 
RODNEY
Pretty rad, huh? I installed that 
myself. I'm actually the manager. 
A sticky note on the door reads "Closed. Back in 20."
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CHIP
Looks closed. 
Rodney spits out his cig. Fumbles in his jacket approaching 
the door. He pulls out keys and a joint. 
RODNEY
Like I said, I'm the manager. 
INT. NOT PIZZA HUT - NIGHT
DING. Rodney opens a microwave. 
RODNEY
So Wonderboy, any thoughts on what 
you'll do with all that cash money? 
Chip examines the unkempt parlor. Rodney strolls in, slides 
the pizza on a table. He flips a chair around and perches up. 
RODNEY (CONT’D)
Maybe take the grandmaster's hot 
offspring off on a voyage to the 
Caribbean for some lovin'?
Chip avoids eye contact, embarrassed, as he takes a seat at 
the table. Rodney lights up his joint waiting for his answer. 
CHIP
Uh. Not sure what you mean by that. 
RODNEY
What? I saw your face when she was 
leaving. You were all like... 
Rodney mimes a slack-jawed gaze. 
RODNEY (CONT’D)
Dat ass...
Chip stares at the ground, mortified. 
RODNEY (CONT’D)
Aw, what is this, high school? 
Everybody’s got the hots for Chun-
Bun. Ain’t nothing to be shy about. 
CHIP
Actually, I am in high school. 
Rodney cranks his head. Offers him the joint. 
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RODNEY
That so? Then you’re like what, 13? 
Chip grabs a slice of pizza instead. 
CHIP
16, not a kid. And I haven’t 
counted yet, but I really doubt 
it’s enough to like take a cruise.
RODNEY
Nah, I meant the million dollars 
you’re gonna win at that Deus Ex 
Yomi invitational thing. 
CHIP
That can’t be true though, right? 
That’s like a lot of money. 
RODNEY
Have you taken a look at that 
scroll yet? 
Chip pulls out the scroll from his bag. 
RODNEY (CONT’D)
Yeah, we e-sports now, thanks to 
Ume. He convinced the developers to 
sponsor. Media’s eating it up, 
generating all kinds of publicity. 
Chip carefully opens the ancient parchment.
RODNEY (CONT’D)
A million dollars. Man. Say uh you 
don’t happen to have a partner yet 
for that thing, do you? 
CHIP
What do you mean?  
RODNEY
A tag partner. For the tournament. 
Chip brings the scroll closer, quickly reading.
CHIP
This can’t be right. Tag mode’s 
just some gimmick they threw in for 
casuals. They wouldn’t seriously--
RODNEY
(leans in)
Seriously. I could use the money. 
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Chip puts away the scroll. Looks evasive. 
CHIP
But I mean, you seem pretty well 
off already, being the manager of 
this place and all. 
He gazes at the front counter menu board - identical to Pizza 
Hut’s except “Not” spray-painted over “Welcome to Pizza Hut.” 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Although, I don’t know how you 
managed to not get... you know. 
RODNEY
...Know what? 
CHIP
Get sued. Because of the name. 
RODNEY 
(laughs)
Oh, that. Nah...
Rodney suddenly stops laughing. Takes a deep drag. 
RODNEY (CONT’D)
Nah, we're totally getting sued. 
It's not looking too good. 
Red and blue flashes through a window. Rodney bolts.   
RODNEY (CONT’D)
Shit-shit. They’re coming for me.
He spits his joint, aims for a trash bin, misses. Hurries 
behind the counter, out of sight. Chip peers out the window -
EXT. OKIZEME ARCADE - NIGHT
Across the street from Not Pizza Hut, a police cruiser parks 
on the curb near the arcade’s entrance. Sonya steps out, 
looking pissed. Spooked loitering gamers retreat as she 
approaches.  
INT. NOT PIZZA HUT - NIGHT
Rodney leaps into view armed with two bottles of Febreze. He 
runs around like a madman, garden-hosing the place. 
CHIP
Chill. They’re not coming for you. 
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RODNEY
Oh, you don’t understand, Chipper. 
They’re always coming for me. 
CHIP
No, it’s... it’s just my mom. 
Rodney stops by the window, still spraying. 
RODNEY 
Oh God, it’s her. I can’t let her 
see me like this!  
CHIP
What? You know my mom? 
EXT. OKIZEME ARCADE - NIGHT
Chun walks out with Sonya, nervously talking with her hands 
and then points her at Not Pizza Hut. 
INT. NOT PIZZA HUT - NIGHT
Rodney drops to the ground. 
RODNEY
We have a history. 
(gasps)
You have to leave. Now.  
Chip looks down at him, puzzled and deadpan. 
INT. POLICE CRUISER - NIGHT
Chip with the same look, in the backseat. Sonya gets in, 
slams her door shut. Outside, Chun cheerily waves bye. 
CHUN
See you at school tomorrow, Chip!
LATER
They drive in silence. Sonya’s face does all the talking. 
INT. CHIP’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Chip enters, relieved to be alone. Goes to his console but it 
won’t boot up - the power cord is missing.  
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INT. CHIP’S HOME, LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Sonya waits at the dinner table. Taps her fingers.  
CHIP (O.S.)
Mom!
She sighs, remains put. The chair lift hums. Descending. 
SONYA
You don’t have to explain. Your 
friend backed up your story. 
Chip reaches the bottom of the stairs. Stands.  
CHIP
So I’m not in trouble? 
SONYA 
Not for that. But I had a voice 
message waiting for me at home. 
From your school. 
Chip sits back down on the lift. Reaches for the button.
SONYA (CONT’D)
Noooo. You come right here, mister. 
Chip exhales. Gets up and joins her at the table. 
SONYA (CONT’D)
Your phone, too. You’re banned from 
all electronics. 
CHIP
But Mom, what if I need to--
MOM
Call me? Apparently it won’t make 
much a difference. 
She taps on the table for him to turn in his phone. He does, 
but also puts down his envelope full of cash.  
SONYA 
(opens it)
Where did this come from?
CHIP
I won it playing Yomi. And look at 
this. 
(shows her the scroll)
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(MORE)
I got invited to a special 
tournament where I could win up to 
a million dollars. 
Sonya takes the scroll, puts it down without looking at it. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Isn’t that crazy? I could pay off 
all my medical bills and then some. 
Just by playing a video game.     
SONYA
We’re fine. What’s not fine is you 
skipping your first day of school. 
CHIP
Mom, no, it was awful. Please. 
Can’t I just do home-schooling 
again like at the hospital?  
Sonya pockets his phone. Stands.  
SONYA
You’re taking the bus tomorrow. 
EXT. SPECIAL SCHOOL BUS - DAY
Chip looks dead inside as he's helped into a wheelchair lift. 
INT. SPECIAL SCHOOL BUS - DAY 
The contraption releases Chip to a flatbed area in the back. 
Chip uses his crutches to rise and books it for the seat 
farthest from the front. The Bus Driver rushes to help him.
BUS DRIVER
Hold up, partner. Let me help you 
to your seat. Safety first!
CHIP 
Uh, I’m not like super duper 
handicapped. I can-- I’m fine!  
Chip plops down before he can reach him. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
See? Totally good. 
Chip pants out of breath. Plants his head on his bag. 
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CHIP (CONT'D)
LATER
LISA (O.S.)
My Goddess, it really is you. 
Chip emerges from his bag, groggy. And discovers LISA - a 
shameless cheerful geek - seated next to him, staring. 
LISA (CONT’D)
I knew it was you. I just-- 
(catches her breath)
Didn’t expect to ever be friends 
with a real-life celebrity. 
CHIP
Uhh?
LISA
Don’t be coy, you’re Scrub. I knew 
I recognized you from the video. 
Lisa shows a video of his money match playing on her phone. 
LISA (CONT’D)
Which I have to say is the most 
shiny thing I’ve seen, like ever. 
CHIP
You’re telling me you know me from 
a video you saw online? 
LISA
Duh. It went viral last night.   
She points to the view count - millions. 
LISA (CONT’D)
So I heard you were single. 
(off his look)
They’re saying you don’t have a 
partner for the tournament yet.  
Chip hesitates, wary of her potential subtext. 
CHIP
Um, I think I have someone in mind.  
Is that--
Chip notices she has a game manual on her lap. 
LISA 
The official game manual for Yomi 
Deus Ex? I play, too. Casually.
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CHIP
Uh-huh, mind if I take a look? 
LISA 
I was hoping you could maybe sign 
it for me. 
Chip flips through the manual, instantly engrossed. 
CHIP
This has all of the new frame data? 
LISA
Oh, yeah. It’s super detailed and 
neato. Not that I understand any of 
that complicated stuff.
Chip nods, barely listening. Reading info on Captain Pygmy. 
LISA (CONT’D)
I was thinking you might want to 
hang out sometime and teach me how--
CHIP
Do you think I could borrow this?  
Lisa awkwardly garbles her words before just nodding at him. 
INT. CAFETERIA - DAY
Chip awkwardly navigates the crowded school cafeteria. He 
spots a Japanese girl ahead of him and hurries to her.  
CHIP
Hey, Chun!
The girl turns around - she’s definitely not Chun. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Oh, sorry. I, uh, thought you were 
someone I knew.
NOT CHUN
Hey, wait. Aren’t you that famous 
kid from that video game thing 
where he needed to call his mom?  
CHIP
Sorry, I-- I don’t know what you’re 
talking about. 
Chip swivels around and walks off. Runs straight into a table 
where Joe and his Bros are sitting. 
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JOE’S BRO 
Hey, Joe. It’s your boy, Chippy! 
(to Chip)
Take a seat, man. 
Joe glares at Chip and shakes his head. 
JOE
Nah, brah. Chippy’s not welcome. 
JOE’S BRO
Whatcha mean, Joe? I thought you 
said he was your boy? 
JOE
Thought so, too. But cripple boy 
here said he doesn’t want to be 
seen anymore with us losers. Thinks 
he’s a hotshot now cause he’s 
famous from some stupid video game.    
JOE’S BRO
Man, that’s messed up. 
CHIP
Hey, very little of that is true-- 
JOE 
Get lost, weirdo.  
LATER
Chip sits alone at a faraway table. His food untouched. Holds 
up the game manual to hide his hurt expression. 
INT. CLASSROOM - DAY
Chip sits in the back of class, ignoring the teacher’s 
lecture. He’s obsessively copying numbers from the game 
manual onto a notebook. 
INT. SCHOOL BUS - DAY
Chip hands the game manual back to Lisa as he gets up. 
CHIP
Thanks. 
Volunteers escort him to the lift at the back. 
LISA
Hey, you forgot to sign it!
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INT. CHIP’S HOME, LIVING ROOM - DAY 
Chip flips on the lights. The house is empty.  
CHIP
Mom?
On the fridge is a note: “Working late. Order pizza with your 
video game money if you get hungry.”
CHIP (CONT’D)
Yeah, okay. I could win a lot more 
if somebody didn’t hide my freaking 
power cables on me. 
He plops down at the dinner table. Thinks. 
A SERIES OF SHOTS
--Chip searches the house for his game console’s power cord. 
Scours through cabinets, checks under the couch, stares at 
the piano, considering searching it, but leaves it be. 
He hits his head on the fridge, annoyed. But then he rereads 
his Mom’s note and smiles with an idea.    
INT. CHIP’S HOME, LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Chip swings open the front door - Rodney’s outside in a suit 
and freshly showered. He shows Chip the pizza, balanced on 
top is a power cord and a copy of Yomi Deus Ex.  
CHIP
Come on in. Money’s on the table. 
Rodney puts the stuff on the table but doesn’t take the cash. 
RODNEY
Don’t worry about it. This is a 
favor. My business doesn’t actually 
do deliveries, you know.  
Chip ignores the pizza, fixated at the game in awe. 
CHIP
Thanks so much for this, Rodney.
Rodney nods, nonchalant. Glances around. 
RODNEY
So... where’s your lovely mother? 
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CHIP
Oh. Sorry, the way you were asking 
figured you wouldn’t come unless I 
said she was home. 
Rodney sighs, picks up the cash. 
RODNEY
Want to get some games in at least? 
INT. CHIP’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Bored, Rodney fiddles with the styrofoam solar system hanging 
from the ceiling. Chip fumes with his fightstick in hand. 
CHIP
I can’t believe this crap. What 
have they done to my game?
Chip angrily tosses away his notebook full of frame data.   
CHIP (CONT’D)
It’s gone. I didn’t want to believe 
the frame data, but it’s gone!
RODNEY
Yeesh. Chill out, dude.
Rodney picks up Chip’s notebook. Blinks at the hand-written 
excel sheet of numbers. He scoots it away from him.  
IN GAME: Pygmy in practice mode. Forward knee, backhands, his 
thrusters ignite... but there’s no glitch cancel.
CHIP
Chill out? Can you not comprehend 
what this means? They took my tech 
out of the game.
Chip drops his fightstick, devastated. 
RODNEY
The infinite thing? Well, to be 
fair, dude, it was pretty unfair. 
Chip looks at Rodney like he’s a moron. Then buries his face. 
Rodney awkwardly navigates around to plug in his fightstick. 
RODNEY (CONT’D)
Come on, play some casuals vs the 
AI with me. We need to practice--
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CHIP
Did you hear that? 
Chip snaps from dismay to panic. He hobbles over to his 
window - sees his mother parking her car in the driveway. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Crap. We gotta hide this stuff. 
She'll be pissed if she finds out I 
was playing. 
RODNEY
What? You told me you couldn't find 
your power cord. 
CHIP
Yeah, my mom did a great job hiding 
it from me. 
Chip ejects the game and unplugs the console. Rodney backs 
away toward the window.
RODNEY
Not like this. No, no. 
Chip carries the stuff to his closet, turns to Rodney. 
CHIP
What are you doing?
Rodney opens Chip's window and crawls out onto the roof. 
SONYA (O.S.)
Chip, I'm home... Are you up in 
your room?
Chip shuts his closet, moves to shut the window. 
CHIP
Be downstairs in just a sec, Mom. 
INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Sonya eats pizza at the table as the stair lift hums with 
Chip's arrival. Through a window behind her, Rodney falls 
with a soft thud. She goes to turn but then Chip crutches up 
to the table. 
SONYA
I see I made it home in time for 
dinner. 
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Sonya opens the pizza box and tilts it toward Chip. He takes 
a seat and reaches for a slice. 
SONYA (CONT’D)
I wanted to apologize. 
She slides his phone across the table. Chip drops a slice of 
pizza and excitedly scoops it up.  
CHIP
Oh my god, yes. Does this mean 
you’re not mad at me anymore? 
SONYA
I didn’t take away your electronics 
because I was mad at you. 
CHIP
So what changed your mind? 
Sonya exhales, reveals a local newspaper: A picture of Chip 
is on the front page, “Okizeme Arcade gives handicapped kid a 
shot at becoming a millionaire.” 
SONYA
Well, I’ve been hearing about this 
all day. 
CHIP
See, Mom? I was telling the truth--
SONYA
It’s not about the money. Although, 
I’ll admit that’s an... obscene 
amount. It’s about not denying you 
from pursuing your passion. 
Chip casts a side-glance at his father’s piano. 
CHIP
So I’m getting back my power cord? 
SONYA
Uh, no.  
CHIP
But you just--
SONYA
Here’s the deal. I’m going to let 
you go back to the arcade. 
Chip mouths “yes!” 
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SONYA (CONT’D)
But no playing at the house. Here, 
you focus on school. And you’re not 
skipping a single day because of 
this video game. Are we clear?
Chip nods. Sonya turns to the piano. 
SONYA (CONT’D)
And I don’t think you should give 
up on your--
CHIP
No. I’m not taking lessons again. 
Sonya is taken aback by his sharp response. But then nods. 
EXT. OKIZEME ARCADE - DAY
Chip hides out by the dumpster. Leans against the fence 
trying to look cool with an unlit cigarette in his mouth. 
Chun walks outside carrying a trash bag. 
CHIP
Oh, hey. Uh, fancy seeing you here.
Chun eyes him suspiciously as she throws out the trash.
CHUN
Hey, I didn't know you smoked. 
Think I can buy one of those off 
you for a quarter? 
CHIP
You can just have one. I owe you, 
remember? 
Chun slides out a cigarette from his pack and lights it. 
CHUN
Thanks, need a lighter? 
She hands him a lighter, but he struggles to get a flame. She 
watches, endeared by his awkwardness.
CHUN (CONT’D)
Here just put it in your mouth and 
we'll buttfuck.
(off his look)
I'm going to use my cigarette to 
light yours. 
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Held in her lips, she presses her lit cigarette against his. 
It’s not working out. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Chip, you have to inhale while I’m 
doing this.
His finally catches flame. Chip nearly topples over coughing.   
CHUN (CONT’D)
You’ve never smoked a cigarette 
before, have you?
CHIP
That obvious, huh? 
CHUN
Little bit, yeah. 
Chip lets out a nervous laugh. 
CHIP
Speaking of fibs... you don’t go to 
my high school, do you? 
CHUN
(smirks)
Fooled you too, huh? 
CHIP
Pretty, uh, gutsy of you. 
Chun takes a satisfied drag from her cigarette. 
CHUN
What can I say? I play to win. It 
worked, didn’t it?  
CHIP
Wouldn’t be here without you. 
They stare at each other for a moment. Chun finishes her cig. 
CHUN
You know, if you’re this desperate 
to hang out with me, I could get 
you a job here.  
She slips a piece of paper in Chip’s hand. Chip fumbles it 
open - it’s her number. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Thanks for the smoke. 
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Chip watches her leave, looking pleased. 
INT. OKIZEME ARCADE - DAY
Chip sits with Rodney in a gaming booth, not looking pleased. 
CHIP
Don’t be so desperate. Just back 
off. I'll take care of them myself. 
IN GAME: The fight takes place on a demon train made of 
skulls careening through hell. 
Chip's Pygmy lunges at Chelonii, an imp demon. But Kekomi 
dive kicks from above and sends Pygmy hurling back. 
RODNEY
I got you, buddy. 
Rodney's Mohini soars to his rescue with her ultraviolet 
wings, catches Pygmy before he tumbles off the stage.
CAPTAIN PYGMY (  ---)                (  ---) CHELONII
MOHINI (    -)                       ( ----) THE GREAT KEKOMI
RODNEY (CONT’D)
Alright, I need that health pick-
up, can you distract them for me? 
Then I’ll flank them.  
Chelonii and Kekomi advance toward them. Behind them, at the 
caboose lies a heart labeled crate.  
CHIP
No, you haven’t landed a single hit 
on them yet. I’m going for it.   
Pygmy leaves Mohini behind in a smog of exhaust. He slides 
under his opponents and smashes open the health crate. 
The demon train wrecks into a mountainside, the characters 
are chucked into the air. Chelonii barfs a fireball at Mohini 
as they free-fall. She explodes into dust.  
CAPTAIN PYGMY (-----)                (  ---) CHELONII
MOHINI (     )                       ( ----) THE GREAT KEKOMI
GAME ANNOUNCER 
Player Two has been vanished!
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Pygmy lands in the muck of a swamp. Kekomi and Chelonii land 
on opposite ends of him. Flanked, Pygmy looks helpless. 
CUT TO:
CAPTAIN PYGMY
Pygmyyyyyyyy--!! 
Pygmy howls as he's sent hurling into the distant background 
of the stage, He vanishes in a twinkle of light. 
GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
You lose!
Chip storms out of the booth as fast as his crutches will 
allow. He sees a small crowd watching, including Ume and Joe.
RODNEY
Dude, where are you going?
JOE
What's the matter, Scrub? Can't win 
without your bullshit infinite? 
CHIP
Shouldn't you be off skateboarding 
somewhere with your loser friends, 
Flawed Legend? 
JOE
What did you just say?
CHIP
Just repeating what I apparently 
already said, you liar. 
Ume steps in between them. 
UME
Take a walk with me, Scrub. Your 
mother’s waiting to pick you up.  
Ume guides Chip away, leaving Joe fuming. Chip struggles to 
keep up with Ume’s brisk path as he follows toward the exit. 
CHIP
You don't actually think I'm still 
a scrub, right? 
UME
You let this word have power over 
you, but do you truly know what it 
means to be a scrub? 
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CHIP
A scrub's a bad player. A loser. 
Ume shakes his head, amused. 
UME
(chuckles)
You don't think I've ever lost a 
game before? Losing doesn't make 
you a bad player. Everyone loses, 
you should want to lose.
CHIP
That doesn't make sense. Shouldn't 
you always be playing to win? 
UME
In tournament. But in training, a 
win means nothing. If you never 
lose then you are not being tested 
and you have no reason to grow. A 
loss is an opportunity to learn. 
They stop by the exit doors. 
CHIP
Then why did you call me a scrub 
after I lost to you?
UME
When a scrub experiences a loss he 
refuses responsibility. You have a 
choice... play the victim or learn 
from your failings and reach the 
next level of play. 
Ume opens the door.
INT./EXT. SPECIAL SCHOOL BUS/SCHOOL PARKING LOT - DAY
CLOSE ON Chip signing Lisa’s game manual. 
CHIP
For my number one fan. 
Lisa snatches the manual with a squeal. She hugs against her 
chest where her Doctor Who shirt reads “Future Companion.”
LISA
Thank you so much! I’m so glad you 
haven’t become all Hollywood.  
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CHIP
... Hollywood? 
LISA
Too good to talk to us little folk. 
I used to have a huge crush on 
Flawless Legend, but he wouldn’t 
even accept my friend request.   
Chip smiles at this, an idea sparks in his eyes. 
CHIP
You mean... Fraudulent Legend? 
Lisa giggles way too enthusiastically. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Yeah, that guy’s a real prick. So 
hey, did you still want to hang out 
sometime for some tutoring? 
LISA
Goddess! That would... That would 
be... Pardon me as I quote Lord 
Brady: you bet your tits I do! 
Chip fakes a smile, but his eyes betray that he’s a little 
freaked out. A flash of embarrassment runs over Lisa.  
LISA (CONT’D)
Not that you have tits... you bet 
my tits that I do?  
Lisa gestures at her chest briefly before she cringes and 
flushes red. She uses the game manual to hide her face.  
LISA (CONT’D)
Shiong mao niao! I’m such a 
dweebastic weirdo.
CHIP
I’m counting on it. You see, I’m 
looking to reach the next level of 
play but my current partner is 
causing me problems. Making me lose 
matches. I’m looking for someone 
who will obey my every instruction 
and is... less lazy.    
Lisa watches starry-eyed as Chip presents his notebook - 
dozens of pages littered with his detailed notes and tactics.   
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CHIP (CONT’D)
Have these pages memorized by our 
first training session tomorrow. 
See you then, Lisa.   
LISA
You aren’t taking the bus home? 
Chip leaves her dumbfounded with the notebook. He waves 
behind him but doesn’t look back.  
EXT. SCHOOL PARKING LOT - DAY 
The buses leave behind as Chip approaches Chun by her Red 
Convertible. She strokes the hood in a exaggerated manner. 
CHUN
Beautiful, ain’t she?  
With a click, the passenger door opens automatically. Chip’s 
eyes are on her, not the car. 
CHIP
Definitely top-tier. 
A shared laugh is cut short when they spot Joe and his Bros 
skating down the sidewalk - leering at them. Chun suddenly 
grabs Chip and kisses him as they skate past.  
JOE
Slut.  
She breaks from the kiss to glare at Joe as he skates off. 
Chip touches his lips, astonished.     
INT./EXT. CHUN’S CONVERTIBLE, OUTSKIRTS OF CHICAGO - DAY
Chun speeds, hair blowing in the wind, carefree. Chip eyes 
her lips as she brings a cigarette to them. She notices. 
CHUN
What’s up, whiz kid? You look bent. 
CHIP
Well, you just kissed me. 
CHUN
Were you not okay with that? I 
won’t be offended. NBD if you 
didn’t want me to.
Chip looks at her like she’s a weirdo. 
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CHIP
Yeah, no, I... I liked that it 
happened. It’s just-- I don’t get 
why it happened? 
She gives him the same look back.  
CHUN
I felt like kissing you so I did. 
Carpe diem, or whatever. 
CHIP
But you don’t just like randomly 
kiss people all the time, right? 
She rolls her eyes. 
CHUN
Why are you being so weird about 
this?  
Chip darts his eyes away - to the road. 
CHIP
I’m not being weird about it. 
CHUN
Yes, you are. You’re-- 
Chun gasps and clutches her chest as if the wind was knocked 
out of her. Chip glances over, worried at first.  
CHUN (CONT’D)
Nooo. Was it really? Tell me.  
She tilts her head at him, knowingly. He stares back blankly.
CHIP
Tell you what? 
CHUN
It was your first kiss.  
Chip blushes, plants his head facing his window. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Don’t bother lying. You’re such an 
epicly terribad liar. 
CHIP
(mutters)
Am not. 
Chun raises a fist to the heavens. 
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CHUN
(dry)
Oh, nooo. I’m sorry, Chippendale. 
If I knew it was your first, I 
wouldn’t have kissed you like that. 
I’m the worst.
CHIP
You wouldn’t have? 
CHUN
God, no. I would’ve put way more 
oompfh into it. I would’ve, you 
know, made it special. Used tongue.   
Chip keeps his head planted at his window. Chun props up her 
knees to steer, places her hands on top of each other and 
spins her thumbs forward - makes an ‘awkward turtle.’
CHUN (CONT’D)
Turtle. Turtle. 
Chip finally turns around to this and is horrified.  
CHIP
What is that? Why are you doing 
that? Stop that. 
CHUN
What’s wrong? You don’t know about 
the awkward turtle?
(singing)
When life gets mad awkward, and you 
don’t know what to do...
Chun swims the turtle toward Chip, ignoring the road. 
CHIP
I said stop it! Watch the road. 
Christ. 
He slaps her hands away. Chun looks back at the road. Slams 
on the brakes. A squealing halt. A traffic light turns from 
yellow to red. 
A seriously awkward turtle moment passes. Chun flicks away 
her cigarette and holds her head, mortified.   
CHUN
Your father died in a car accident. 
I wasn’t-- I wasn’t thinking. 
Sorry.    
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CHIP
(sharp)
You know about my Dad?   
CHUN
Everyone knows. It was on the news. 
Panic flashes through Chip as what she said sinks in. Chun is 
suddenly on the verge of tears but also holding back 
embarrassed laughter.
CHUN (CONT’D)
Oh, God. I am the worst. I called 
your dad an asshole when we met 
again at the arcade.  
She swallows back control over herself, reaches for his hand. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Chip, I’m so fucking sorry. When I 
said that, I had no idea-- 
He takes her hand. Nods at her. 
CHIP
It’s okay. He’s a dead asshole.    
Chun stares at him, shocked. He points her back to the road. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Green light. 
INT. OKIZEME ARCADE - DAY
Chip stands over Lisa as she plays with his notebook open, 
marking notes on her performance.
She plays as ROKKU - a four-armed demon juggernaut made of 
solid rock and has a cute friendly face - and practices 
combos on Kekomi in training mode. 
Through layman’s eyes the combos look really impressive. Chip 
sighs in disappointment. Lisa pauses and looks up at him. 
LISA
I don’t understand. Am I doing 
something wrong?  
CHIP
Those aren’t Rokku’s optimal BnBs. 
I wrote them out for you. Why 
aren’t you practicing them? 
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Lisa shows that she brought the notes with her. 
LISA
I stayed up all night studying, I 
swear.  
CHIP
Then why aren’t you ending your 
combos with an OTG earthquake? 
Lisa stammers a bit, embarrassed and nervous.  
LISA
I’m sorry. I-- I don’t remember 
seeing that listed in his combos. 
CHIP
Because it was listed under tech. 
You know what OTG means, right? 
LISA
‘On the ground.’ Which means it’ll 
hit someone even when they’re down. 
CHIP
That’s correct. 
Lisa exhales with relief. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
However, the damage is counted 
separate from the combo, which is 
why it’s not included in the 
notations for his combos. 
LISA
So I should always do it when I 
practice his combos?  
CHIP
Of course. Like I wrote in your 
notes, the OTG is guaranteed after 
every combo.   
Lisa takes a bit before she nods.
CHIP (CONT’D)
Is this confusing? I thought my 
notes were clear. 
LISA
They were. I’m sorry. I just 
should’ve studied harder. 
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CHIP
Complete dedication, Lisa. That's 
what it takes to be a pro like me. 
Chip strikes a little pose, motioning at himself with his 
notebook until Chun drops by, startling him.  
CHUN 
Hey, you guys talking about the 
international players?  
CHIP
Uh, no. Why would we be doing that? 
Chun gives him a look. 
CHUN 
They flew in early to practice here 
before the tournament. 
Lisa pauses the game again. 
LISA
GoG Hades, Salty BnB? They’re here?  
CHUN
Uh, yeah. Everyone else is in the 
arena playing casuals with them.
LISA
Oh, that would be so shiny.   
Lisa pleads with a look. 
CHIP
We’re not ready for casuals yet. 
Still practicing our team strategy. 
Chip taps Lisa on the shoulder. She goes back to training. 
Chun watches, baffled. She drags Chip off to the side. 
CHUN
What’s going on? I thought Rodney 
was your partner. 
CHIP
Oh, yeah. It wasn’t working out, 
you know? 
CHUN
No. I didn’t know that. 
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CHIP
Look. He smokes a lot of weed. 
Doesn’t listen to me when we’re 
playing. I just don’t think he’s 
cut out for the big leagues.  
Chun’s so disgusted with him she could vomit. 
CHUN
... The big leagues? Do you not 
realize who you sound like? 
On Cue, Joe emerges from the Arena doors. He struts with a 
swagger of a man on top of the world.    
JOE
There’s the famous Scrub! I was 
wondering where you were hiding.   
Chun and Chip exchange a look as Joe approaches. A gang of 
people following behind him.  
JOE (CONT’D)
I wanted to introduce you to my 
teammate for the tournament. 
Taking Joe’s side is GoG HADES - 30s, the kind of man Joe 
dreams of becoming, a renowned, sponsored, Korean pro player. 
He wears his team jersey, #01 is his player number. 
GoG Hades is accompanied by his personal assistant, TRISH - 
20s, a blonde bombshell shamelessly cosplaying as the Yomi 
Succubus character, Mohini, despite her hair color.
Leading the rear of the pack are three other GOG PLAYERS.
JOE (CONT’D)
Maybe you’ve heard of him? The 
Korean candidate for the 
Invitational, captain of the pro 
gaming organization known as Gods 
of Gaming, a badass worshipped by 
gamers and known as... Hades.  
Chip stands, baffled. GoG Hades offers him a handshake. Chip 
takes it. Hades squeezes tight and speaks Korean at him. 
TRISH
My client wishes you to know that 
he’s pleased to meet you and looks 
forward to crushing you in battle.   
Chip manages to escape the death grip. He massages his hand. 
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CHIP
Ow. That’s uh, sweet of him. 
Joe touches Trish’s shoulders from behind. 
JOE
Babe’s name is Trish. She’s his 
translator... Among other services. 
If Trish is uncomfortable, she hides it well with a smile.  
CHUN
Nice outfit. 
Trish looks herself over and strikes a pose. 
TRISH
Thank you. I designed it myself. 
CHUN
I was kidding. Mohini has violet 
hair. You look ridiculous. 
Trish gasps. Even Chip is startled by Chun. He studies her as 
she storms off - she wasn’t jealous, was she? 
JOE
Sorry, I should’ve warned you that 
my ex is bit of a bitch. 
Hades, left out of the loop, snaps at Trish. She recaps the 
insult in Korean. Hades laughs to Trish’s dismay.
CHIP
So how’d you end up--
(to Trish)
Sorry, can you ask your client how 
he ended up with this loser instead 
of a fellow GoG player? 
Chip points to the three silent GoG players looking 
despondent. Joe butts in between Chip and Trish. 
JOE
I challenged them to a King of the 
Tower and bodied them for free.  
CHIP
In a row? Wow. I hope he doesn’t 
suck as much as his teammates. 
(to Trish)
Has he seen our money match video?  
Trish translates to GoG Hades. He nods and responds.
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TRISH
(translating)
It was cute. But the match’s merit 
is questionable. Making your 
admittance equally questionable. 
JOE
He means he thinks you’re a fraud. 
CHIP
I don’t think he needs two 
translators but thanks.  
Lisa squeals back at the console, comes skipping up to Chip.  
LISA 
Chip, I can do my BnBs now! Come 
see how shiny they are. 
Chip cringes. Lisa notices his company and crosses her arms. 
LISA (CONT’D)
Ew, Fraudulent Legend. Why’s a 
loser like you bothering our champ?  
JOE
Just curious why the “local Champ” 
been ducking matches all day. Is he 
maybe afraid of being exposed? 
LISA
Exposed of what, being awesome?  
(to Chip)
I’m ready. Let’s go have some fun. 
INT. OKIZEME ARENA - NIGHT
Chip and Lisa face off against Joe and GoG Hades. The 
battleground is DRAGONSTONE - a ruined fortress high in the 
sky besieged by immense storms. Tornados rampage the map at 
random, and pieces of the stage itself crumbles over time. 
GoG Hades appropriately plays as DJINN - the Satan of Yomi, a 
fierce horned magma demon that dwarfs even the giant Rokku.  
CAPTAIN PYGMY (  ---)                (-----) THE GREAT KEKOMI                
ROKKU         (   --)                (-----) DJINN
Djinn has Rokku pinned to the ground. Curbstomping Lisa’s 
character with a massive clawed hoof. Chip’s Pygmy abandons 
her to chase after Joe’s Kekomi, jumps from platform to 
platform up a crumbling tower.
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CHIP
Get it together, Lisa. We’re not 
playing for fun here.  
Lisa mashes buttons, trying anything.
LISA
I’m trying, Shiong mao niao! 
Between stomps, Rokku manages to slam down a fist, causing a 
quake that stumbles Djinn. Rokku rolls to his feet. Djinn 
roars, charges at Rokku - who meets him with four rock fists. 
LISA (CONT’D)
I got him! Now it’s OTG time. 
Rokku punchwalks Djinn to the ground, then slams his fists 
into the ground for the OTG Earthquake. 
ROKKU   (    -)                            (   --) DJINN
LISA (CONT’D)
(tugs at Chip)
Were you watching? You proud of me?   
Chip directs her back to the monitor. 
CHIP
Get out of there. Hurry.  
The platform beneath Rokku is crumbling apart from the 
earthquake. Djinn escapes onto another platform. Rokku runs 
after him, but it’s too late - Rokku plummets out of sight.  
GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Player Two has been vanished!
Lisa slumps in shame. Chip shakes his head, annoyed. 
Pygmy reaches the roof, finds Kekomi on the opposite end. A 
beam of light cuts through the storm - generates a random 
item crate dead center between them. 
Chip and Joe lock eyes in real life for a moment. 
Their characters make a break for it. Kekomi dive kicking, 
Pygmy soaring with his rocket thrusters. 
Chip grins. He’s going to make it first. 
Pygmy smashes the crate open and a magical golden hammer 
floats down. But before he can grab it, he’s scooped up from 
behind by a random tornado that whirls him off the tower. 
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CHIP
God damnit! Are you kidding me?   
CRACK! Pygmy lands on his back. Left paralyzed and helpless 
as Djinn saunters up to merrily curbstomp him. Kekomi joins 
with the hammer, they take turns smashing Pygmy into pulp. 
Chip furiously hits buttons to no effect. 
GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.) 
K-O!
Chip pitches his fightstick and grabs his crutches, aiming to 
escape the stage. Joe blocks his way with a shit-eating grin. 
JOE
Oh, somebody seems a little salty.
CHIP
Yeah, pretend like you earned that 
win. The stage beat me, not you.  
GoG Hades savors his victory while Trish packs his gear. 
JOE
That sounds an awful lot like 
something a scrub would say. 
Chip doesn’t notice Lisa run off-stage behind him, sobbing. 
CHIP
You are so selfishly out of touch 
with reality it blows my mind.
INT. CHIP’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Chip grabs the power cords from his closet. He fires up Yomi 
and sits on his bed. 
In training mode, he replicates the match in training mode. 
Turns on record mode. Sets the players to AI mode with 
infinite lives. He starts the match and opens his notebook. 
Time-Lapse: Chip watches intently, writing obsessive notes.
INT. CHIP’S BEDROOM - DAY
Chip plays a recording of that match in fast-forward. He hits 
pause when a random item appears. Marks a note. Presses play 
again. Pauses when another item appears.  
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INT. CHIP’S HOME, LIVING ROOM - DAY
Chip travels down the stair lift, still marking notes. Real 
life is muted. Instead we hear sound effects from Yomi.  
INT. SPECIAL SCHOOL BUS - DAY
Lisa’s trembling with nerves as she sits by Chip. He doesn’t 
look up from his notebook to notice. 
LISA
So, Scrub--
CHIP
Don’t call me that. Use my real 
name like a normal person, okay?  
LISA
Sorry. Chip. I need to tell you 
something. And it’s not going to be 
easy for me to say, so I’m just 
going to spit it-- 
Chip raises a finger. Still writing with his other hand. 
LISA (CONT’D)
Or I guess it could wait. 
She wipes her eyes and waits. Chip savagely tears a page from 
his notebook and crumbles it up. 
CHIP
Okay, listen because this is 
important. I’ve had a breakthrough. 
Chip tosses the wad of paper over his shoulder. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
You know the random items that 
drop? Turns out they’re not random.  
LISA
But they’re called random items. 
CHIP
Don’t be a moron. Computers are 
deterministic devices. At best, 
they achieve pseudorandom with an 
algorithm. And like the genius that 
I am, I cracked that algorithm. 
He presents the Dragonstone stage’s layout. Points to areas 
he has labeled with approximate time stamps and percentages.
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CHIP (CONT’D)
The future meta will revolve around 
controlling areas when they are 
most likely to drop the items.  
Chip tears several pages out of his notebook. He hands the 
pages to Lisa. Overwhelmed, she takes them. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Here’s your copy. Optimal opening 
moves for every match-up. I know 
you’re thinking, what if we get a 
different stage. No worries, I’ll 
have more breakdowns tomorrow. 
LISA
It just... doesn’t sound very fun. 
Chip laughs, pats her on the head. 
CHIP
We’re playing to win. And once we 
win, you won’t just be friends with 
a celebrity; you’ll be one. 
Lisa bows her head, trying to hide how upset she is. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
One caveat. Need you to drop Rokku 
for Dybbuk Shoto. I have an amazing 
opening move paired with Pygmy--  
LISA
But Rokku’s my favorite. 
CHIP
He’s low-tier garbage. 
LISA
Chip. What I was trying to say--
CHIP
Oh, yeah. What was that about? 
LISA
Instead of me dropping Rokku, you 
should drop me. I’m... low-tier, as 
a player. You need a Dybbuk Shoto. 
She hands the pages back to him. Chip’s shocked.  
LISA (CONT’D)
Are you okay? Do you think we can 
still be friends?   
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Chip averts his eyes to the drawing of Dybbuk Shoto. 
CHIP
You’re right, thanks. 
INT. OKIZEME ARCADE, UME’S OFFICE - DAY
Chip peers inside, sees Ume playing Yomi Deus Ex - his Shoto 
fights 3 AI opponents at once with ease. Ending with his...
SHOTO 
Kami-Kami Punch! 
Ume pauses the game. 
UME
You need something of me.
Chip steps inside with kid-like awe.  
CHIP
Chun said you were retired. But I 
had a feeling you still played. 
Ume turns around, raises a hand to calm Chip.  
UME
Only casually these days. 
CHIP
Didn’t look very casual to me. You 
must still have like frame data 
memorized to have pulled that off. 
UME
Even in my prime I never spent much 
time looking at the numbers.
Ume notices Chip has his notebook clutched in his hands. 
UME (CONT’D)
So what do you have there? 
CHIP
Numbers. But I think you’ll be 
interested in looking at these. 
Chip opens the notebook to the Dragonstone stage diagram and 
places in front of Ume. Ume glances at it for just a moment. 
UME
Looks like more than numbers. 
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Chip moves to Ume’s side to guide him through the diagram. 
CHIP
More like a breakthrough using 
numbers that I think will redefine 
the meta of Yomi Deus Ex. You see-- 
UME
You discovered new tech.
(shuts the notebook)
Never share your tech.
CHIP
Aren't you curious what I found? 
UME
Often, 'tech' means gimmick. Useful 
to surprise an opponent, harmful if 
you rely upon the technique. 
Ume picks up the notebook and hands it back to Chip.
UME (CONT’D)
Are you familiar with the concept 
of Yomi? The word, not the game. 
CHIP
It’s the land of the dead? 
UME
In the gaming community it refers 
to the ability to “Know the mind of 
the opponent.” All of the greatest 
players possess this ability. 
CHIP
Do you think I’m a good player?
UME
You possess potential. But you rely 
on tech. 
Chip looks embarrassed, averts his eyes down to his notebook. 
UME (CONT’D)
Do you know why I play as Shoto? 
CHIP
Because he’s the hero? 
UME
(chuckles)
No. I'd rather play a villain. 
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(MORE)
It’s because of all the characters, 
he is the simplest.  
Ume beckons Chip to join him at the console. 
UME (CONT’D)
Come. Let me show you the strategy 
I used my entire career.  
Training mode: Ume’s Shoto shoots fireballs at Chip’s Pygmy.
UME (CONT’D)
How does this make you feel? 
CHIP
Like I’m letting you hit me with 
fireballs over and over again. 
UME
And how would you stop me? 
Pygmy jumps but Shoto hits him with a Kami-Kami Punch. 
UME (CONT’D)
Do you understand? 
CHIP
... You made me want to jump?  
UME
Yes, and more importantly, now what 
happens when I throw a fireball? 
Shoto throws a fireball. Pygmy stays grounded and blocks it. 
CHIP
I don’t want to jump? 
UME
And I’m free to do whatever I want. 
Shoto runs up to Pygmy and throws him to the ground. 
UME (CONT’D)
This game isn’t won with numbers.
Ume turns off the console, stands. 
UME (CONT’D)
Salty BnB had an infinite, but I 
was able to defeat him because he 
let fear control his actions.  
He notices that Chip still sits at the console.  
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UME (CONT'D)
UME (CONT’D)
Chip. I know you didn’t come here 
seeking advice.
(faces Chip)
I decline. 
EXT. OKIZEME ARCADE - NIGHT  
Chun walks outside and finds Chip pacing by the fence, 
smoking like a demon train and having an imaginary argument.  
CHUN
Chip, you okay? You look like 
you’re freaking out.
CHIP
I am freaking out. Chun, the 
tourney’s in three days and I don’t 
even have a teammate. 
CHUN
You could always just ask Rodney 
back. Have you seen him play 
recently? Rodney’s improved a lot.   
CHIP
That’s great, but do me a favor. 
Chip finishes his cigarette. Tosses it. He pulls the pack and 
his notebook out from his bag. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
I need you to convince your Dad to 
be my teammate. I wrote out this 
unbeatable strategy that I know 
will change his mind but he 
wouldn’t take a look at it. 
Chun examines him, hesitate. She mimes Chip to hand her 
something. He goes to hand her the notebook. 
CHUN
Cigarette?
CHIP
Right. My bad. 
Chip puts back the notebook, hands her the pack of cigs.
CHUN
I don’t know if it’s a good idea. 
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CHIP
Of course it is. You’re his baby 
girl. He can’t say no to you. 
She examines her cigarette, distracted. 
CHUN
Damn, Chip. You’re smoking weed 
now, too?  
CHIP
What?  
She shows him the cigarette.
CHUN
This is a spliff. You know, pot 
rolled with tobacco? Where’d you 
get this?  
Chip smacks his head. 
CHIP
Rodney. Just what I need right now. 
I would’ve been screwed if my mom 
found those on me.   
He reaches to take it back, but she pulls away. 
CHUN
Actually, you’re right. This is 
exactly what you need. 
Chun shoots him a mischievous grin.
CHIP
No way. I need to be focused-- 
INT./EXT. CHUN’S CONVERTIBLE, NOT PIZZA HUT - NIGHT 
Chun coaches Chip as he takes his first hit. Chip doubles 
over, coughing hard. Chun giggles at him. 
CHUN
Now we’re talking. 
CUT TO:
Chip spaced out, gazing out the window at Not Pizza Hut’s 
neon sign. The inside of the car is dense with smoke. Chun’s 
stretched out with her feet on the dashboard. 
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CHUN (CONT’D)
First time... How many do you think 
it’s been so far?
Chun counts with her hands. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
First time smoking weed. First time 
smoking a cigarette... Set up your 
first money match... First awkward 
turtle... What else? I know I’m 
forgetting something...  
Chun pretends to struggle. Chip smiles like a dork. 
CHIP
First kiss? 
CHUN
(grins)
Ah. That's it.     
CHIP
I still don’t understand what you 
meant afterwards.  
CHUN
Hmm? 
CHIP
You said something like, I would 
have done it differently if I knew 
it was your first. 
Chun chuckles. She slides over closer to Chip.   
CHUN
Oh. I can read you like a book. You 
want me to kiss you again. 
Chip gets nervous as she straddles on top of him.   
CHIP
I was just curious what you were--   
CHUN
It’s okay to want things, Chip. 
She kisses him deeply, uses tongue this time. Chip isn’t sure 
what to do with his hands at first. But things are soon a 
blur for him. Chun smothers against his earlobe. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
I want to be your first everything. 
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She bursts out laughing. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Oh God. That was so creepy. I can’t 
believe I just said that. 
CHIP
Oh, nah, you’re totally cool. 
She shakes her head. 
CHUN
Really not. I have some pretty 
intense interpersonal issues. 
Chip puts his hands around her. 
CHIP
Hey, since it’s okay to want 
things, you should know that thing 
you just said... I want that too. 
CHUN
Interesting. So what else have you 
never done?    
Chun grins naughty, travels her fingers on his chest.  
CHIP
Um, I don’t know. There’s a lot.
CHUN
I know what I want next... 
INT./EXT. CHUN’S CONVERTIBLE/PURGATORY- NIGHT 
Chun circles the parking lot of PURGATORY - a downtown dance 
club and bar. Chip sees a bouncer and a long line out front.  
CHIP
This is a joke, right? There’s no 
way they’re going to let me in. 
Chun parks around back near a dumpster and a back exit.  
EXT. PURGATORY - NIGHT
Chun tugs hard at the back door - it opens. She holds it open 
for Chip and waves him in. 
CHUN
Your first time. Not mine. 
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INT. PURGATORY, DANCE FLOOR - NIGHT
Electronic music pulsing. Strobing lighting flashing. Wet 
bodies grinding. Smoke machines churning. 
The place starts to make Chip nauseous. He shuts his eyes. 
Opens them to Chun back with shots.  
CHUN
(shouts over music)
To first times. 
He chugs his drink with her. Chip gags afterwards. Oblivious, 
Chun shoves him against the wall with a kiss.  
CHUN (CONT’D)
Have you ever let someone... 
Her hands travel his face, she puts a finger in his nose. 
Chip looks uncomfortable but he lets it happen. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Pick your nose before? 
CHIP
Nope. Definitely a first.  
She stumbles back, giggling. Chip winces, looks sick. 
CHUN
We need more drinks. 
LATER 
Chun feeds Chip a shot. Downs another. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
I wish you could dance with me. I 
love dancing. 
Chip looks like a mess as he watches her dance in place. 
CHIP
Chun. I’m not feeling so hot. Can 
you help me find the bathroom? 
She can’t hear him. Lost in her own world. Chip staggers 
past. Spots the bathroom. A crowd of people block his way. 
He pushes through. Gets lost in the crowd. One of his 
crutches is knocked from him. He nearly topples over. 
Desperately searches for it. Sweating. Starts to 
hyperventilate. The world spinning. A panic attack. 
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INT. PURGATORY, BATHROOM - NIGHT
He limps with his one crutch toward a stall. Pulls with 
trembling hands. Locked. His crutch clatters to the ground. 
He vomits into a urinal. Crumbles to the floor. 
CHIP
Oh, Pygmy. Pygmy. Pygmy.
He chuckles. Untangles headphones from his pocket.
INT. PURGATORY, DANCE FLOOR - NIGHT
His Dad’s classical music drowns everything out. A sloppy 
mess and without his crutches - Chip travels along the wall, 
using it for support. He scans the dance floor. 
His eyes land on a shocking sight: Joe buried within the 
crowd with Chun dancing with him.    
EXT. PURGATORY, PARKING LOT - NIGHT
Chip hobbles out the back exit. FLASH CUTS of Joe and Chun 
dancing as Chip struggles to get away from the bar. He kneels 
and vomits, crying as he rips his headphones out. 
He tries to stagger to his feet, but he’s too dizzy. Chip 
hits the pavement hard, lands on his back with a CRACK.  
Chip’s POV: Blurred, upside down of the Purgatory sign, 
glowing above him. He whimpers in pain. Unable to get up. 
Chip hunts for his phone. Finds it, but it’s out of reach. He 
crawls. CLOSE ON the shattered screen- “Calling Mom...”
EXT. HOSPITAL - DAY
Sonya rolls Chip out of the hospital in a wheelchair. 
CHIP
I have a feeling I’m not going to 
get my phone back this time. 
SONYA
Guess what else you’re not doing. 
Chip looks absolutely defeated as he nods.    
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INT. CHIP’S HOME, LIVING ROOM - DAY
Chip sits at the dinner table with his Mom. 
SONYA
I scheduled your piano lesson for 
this afternoon. 
He plays with his food, spaced out. Chip notices his mother 
staring. He spots a manila folder on the table near her. 
CHIP
What’s that? 
Sonya perks up, opens the folder - music sheets inside. 
SONYA
Some stuff I was going to hand off 
to your instructor. Did you want to 
look over it beforehand? 
He flips through the sheet music, bored. Until he lands on 
“Chip and his Old Block” and he glares up at his mom, pissed. 
CHIP
Cancel it. 
SONYA
Please, Chip.  
He slams the folder shut, abruptly rolls away from the table. 
SONYA (CONT’D)
I’ll let you go back to the arcade, 
play in the tournament. If you just 
give the lessons one try. Please? 
CHIP
I don’t want to do any of it 
anymore. I just want to be alone.
INT. CHIP’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Alone. Chip crawls out of bed and onto his wheelchair as 
quietly as possible. He rolls over to his closet and looks up 
at the shelf where his power cords are hidden. 
CHIP
You can do this. 
He summons his strength. Grips the arm rests of his chair, 
pushes himself up... collapses back down with a pained groan. 
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CHIP (CONT’D)
Nope, terrible idea.   
He winces in his chair. Thinks for a moment. 
INT. CHIP’S HOME, UPSTAIRS HALLWAY - NIGHT
Chip’s bedroom door opens slowly. On the ground, Chip pokes 
his head out - the door across hall is closed. 
STAIRWELL
Chip scoots himself down the stairs. Taking it one at a time. 
LIVING ROOM 
Chip army crawls through the living room. Heading for the 
house phone next to the couch. He puts a hand on the phone. 
Glances back upstairs. Listens. It’s quiet. He dials. He 
waits impatiently as it rings...
RODNEY (V.O.)
(on the phone)
Hello. This is Not Pizza Hut. We 
don’t do delivery, so if that’s the 
nature of your phone call just go 
ahead and hang up. 
CHIP
(hushed into the phone)
Rodney. It’s Chip. Look, I need 
your help-- 
Rodney hangs up on him.  
BEDROOM
Chip sulks in his chair, staring at his closet. 
LATER
Chip sulks in bed, stares into the black of his dead monitor. 
A tapping noise comes from his window. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
What the...
He crawls into his wheelchair, rolls toward the window to 
investigate, looking a little freaked. 
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He reaches the window - Chun’s on the roof. She waves at him 
like a dork. He doesn't wave back. She motions for him to 
open the window. He does, but only a crack to talk through. 
CHUN
Hey, know this is sort of weird. In 
my defense, I tried calling you 
like a normal person first. 
CHIP 
My mom, uh, took away my phone. 
Chip just shrugs. Chun motions at the window again. 
CHUN
Oh... so... you going to let me in? 
Chip doesn’t respond. She sighs dramatically. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Look. Last night I got white girl 
wasted and made some very poor 
decisions... I’m here to apologize. 
(pauses)
And if it helps, it was mad 
difficult getting up here and I'm 
not at all sure how I'm getting 
down. 
CHIP
You could jump? Seems easy enough. 
Chun smirks and nods. Impressed, not hurt.  
CHUN
Damn. So let me guess. If you’re 
this pissed, you must’ve seen me--
CHIP
Grinding up against Joe acting like 
the slut he says you are. 
CHUN
Yeah, I was thinking about phrasing 
that differently but okay. 
Chun shuts her eyes. That one hurt a bit. Chip studies her.
CHIP
I guess you did warn me. ‘Pretty 
intense interpersonal issues.’
Chun turns away, leans her back near the window. 
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CHIP (CONT’D)
So let’s hear this apology. I bet 
you have something good prepared. 
Chun nods with a small laugh. 
CHUN
Oh, this was the part where I blame 
my behavior on my mom killing 
herself a few years ago. Figured 
that had a shot of moving you. 
CHIP
That is a pretty intense bombshell 
of an excuse to drop on someone. 
CHUN
Been using that excuse on my dad 
for a while now.
Chip looks distant, remembers something that makes him 
chuckle and shakes it off. Chun shoots him a curious look. 
CHIP
Just reminded me of something your 
dad told me.
Chun turns back to Chip at the window. 
CHUN
Spit it out. I want to hear my 
father’s ancient wisdom. 
CHIP
So I said a scrub was someone who 
loses and he corrected me with...
(mimics her dad)
Experience loss, all do. But a 
scrub... denies the responsibility 
of their loss. Hmm. Choice you 
have. Play the victim, or accept 
your opportunity to learn.    
Chun cringes a bit at Chip, who awaits her reception. 
CHUN 
That was a terrible impression. 
(laughs)
When did my Dad become Yoda? Jesus. 
Chip laughs with her until it fades into somber silence.   
CHUN (CONT’D)
You really respect my Dad, huh?  
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CHIP
I mean, he’s a living legend. 
CHUN
For playing a video game.
CHIP
It’s more than that. 
Chip ponders for a moment. He opens the window. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
You can come in if you want. 
(holds up a hand)
Just... don't make fun of my room. 
Chun feigns offense before crawling inside.  
CHUN
Who, me?
Chun falls to the floor on her way in, giggles at herself. 
Chip glances at his closed door, worried. Turns back to Chun 
investigating his room. She poses next to a Chun Li poster. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Oh, you play innocent but I knew 
you had the hots for my namesake. 
CHIP
Shhh. My mom’s down the hall. And I 
said not-- hey, don’t touch that. 
She’s already moved on, he looks panicked when she picks up 
the photo frame lying face-down on his dresser. 
CHUN
(whispers)
Why? Is it another picture of Chun? 
He takes it away, but then shows it to her - the photo of his 
father teaching him to play piano as a kid. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
Oh... The dead asshole.
He places it back, face-down. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
It’s okay. I still hate my mom 
sometimes, too... Oh, wow. 
Chun notices the decorations on his ceiling; the glowing 
stars and styrofoam solar system. She lies on his bed. 
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CHUN (CONT’D)
Come look at this with me. 
Chip looks reluctant, but then climbs from his chair onto the 
bed next to her and looks up at the fake stars above. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
It’s amazing, isn’t it? 
CHIP
Uh, I’ve had these since I was kid. 
My dad helped me but I kind of 
messed up some of them. 
He points to a blue-painted Mars. The Earth next to it is 
lumpy and some of the oceans aren’t filled in. 
CHUN
I meant the idea of it. The 
universe. We’re so fragile. All of 
us clung to this speck of mud 
adrift in endless black.
CHIP
I guess I just try not to think 
about the big picture like that. 
It’s... overwhelming. 
Chun looks over with a grin, then at his Yomi notebook. 
CHUN
But you spend a lot of time 
thinking about this. 
Chun opens it. Analyzes his pages and seems impressed. 
CHUN (CONT’D)
It’s important to you. But not 
because of the money. And not the 
fame, you anxious dork. So why?  
Chip takes a deep breath. Looks pained. 
CHIP
The day I met you was the same day 
of the accident. We were arguing in 
the car when it happened. He was 
angry for having to come get me. 
Said I was... wasting my time.  
Chun puts down the notebook and locks eyes with him. 
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CHIP (CONT’D)
So I don’t know. It’s like...
Being good at this game has to mean 
something. I can’t let him be right 
or then -- then it was my fault.   
He tries to collect himself. Shakes his head with a laugh. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
I don’t know. Does that sound 
stupid to you? 
Chun touches his face. Leans in and kisses him. 
CHUN
Yes. But it’s also kind of 
beautiful. 
She studies Chip - he wears child-like joy. Chun can’t handle 
it, averts her eyes back to his notebook. She grabs it.  
CHUN (CONT’D)
No promises, but I’ll see if my Dad 
will take a look. 
CHIP
That would mean a lot to me. 
Chun sits up to leave, but turns back. 
CHUN
Chip. There’s a lot about that 
night I wish I could take back. But 
that thing I said...
CHIP
The creepy thing? 
CHUN
Yeah. That. I meant it. 
She leaves with one of her winks. 
INT. CHIP’S HOME, LIVING ROOM - DAY
CLOSE ON Chip’s hands on the piano keys. Chip, seated in his 
wheelchair at the piano, studies the sheet music left there. 
He plays his father’s notes from the song. And he plays it 
right. The rhythm slow and purposeful. Soft and haunting.
Behind him, his mother quietly takes a seat on the couch and 
listens. Chip suddenly stops playing, emotional. 
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CHIP
He was a bad person, wasn’t he? 
Sometimes, I wonder if this was the 
only thing that mattered to him.
SONYA
You mattered to him. He made have 
had his flaws that I struggled to 
deal with... but he loved you.  
CHIP
He was selfish. Always told me that 
I was gifted because I was his son. 
He was right. I’m selfish, too. 
SONYA
You can pursue your passion without 
being selfish. 
CHIP
Can you? 
SONYA
It’s okay, Chip. You don’t have to 
take the lesson. I want you to play 
tomorrow at the tournament. 
CHIP
Doesn’t matter. I don’t even have a 
partner for tomorrow. I drove 
everyone away thinking that I was 
too good for them.  
She joins him by the piano. Puts a hand on his shoulder. 
SONYA
You can get them back. You just 
have to reach out to them. They'll 
understand.  
Chip reached to his father's music sheet. Straightens them. 
CHIP
...I didn't understand at the time 
but I think this was his way of 
trying to reach out.    
Chip turns back to her. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Can you call back that instructor? 
I’m ready to learn from this.
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LATER
Chip joins SAM, his instructor, at the piano. They begin to 
play “Chip and his old block.” They start off strong. In 
unison. The rhythm slow and purposeful. 
But then Chip misses a note. He hits his next few keys too 
quickly trying to catch back up. And curses. They stop. 
SAM
Sorry, I was playing that section 
too slowly. Think I threw you off. 
CHIP
No, I messed up. You’re playing it 
the way it’s written. I need to 
match your rhythm. 
SAM
Need a break? 
Chip takes a breath and puts his hands back on the keys. 
CHIP
I’m good. Let’s keep going. 
EXT. NOT PIZZA HUT, MANAGER’S OFFICE - NIGHT 
Rodney rolls a joint on his desk, listening to death metal. 
There’s a knock at his door. He rolls his eyes. Turns off the 
music, but doesn’t bother hiding the weed. 
EMPLOYEE (O.S.)
Sir? There’s a customer that wants 
to speak with you. 
RODNEY
Why? 
EMPLOYEE (O.S.)
They put in a order for delivery. 
And of course I told them that we 
don’t do deliveries, but then--
RODNEY
Dude, just open the door. 
A nervous EMPLOYEE walks in. Clearly new here. Rodney doesn’t 
look up from the joint. Waves for him to continue. 
EMPLOYEE
They, uh, asked to speak a manager.   
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RODNEY
And did you tell them to fuck off? 
EMPLOYEE
Well... she’s a cop. So could you 
maybe be the one to tell her?  
Rodney hides the weed. Stands, nervous. He knows who it is.  
INT. CHIP’S HOME, LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Sonya opens the front door, balancing a pizza in her other 
hand. She peeks in, sees Chip playing with Sam at the piano 
and waits in the doorway out of sight. 
They reach where they last stopped, Chip hits that note this 
time and they complete the song together. 
CHIP
We did it! Whoo-hoo! 
Chip gives Sam a high-five. And rolls away from the piano in 
his wheelchair doing a victory dance of sorts. Chip sees his 
mom, and stops. She laughs. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Oh, hey Mom. What’s up? Pizza for 
dinner? Nice. Wait. Is that from-- 
SONYA
Pizza Hut? Nope.
She holds the door open for Rodney who steps inside. 
RODNEY
Surprise. What’s up, dude? Heard 
you’re in need of a teammate. 
Chip’s flabbergasted. Sam awkwardly side steps toward the 
door and Rodney just now notices him. 
SAM
Alright, Chip. Good work today. See 
you next session. 
SONYA
Thank you again for coming today. 
SAM
It was a pleasure. 
He gives Chip a wave and slips out the door. Rodney shuts the 
door. Turns back to Chip. 
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RODNEY
Who the hell was that? That wasn’t 
your new teammate right? 
CHIP
Ha. Nah, he’s just my piano 
instructor. It’s a hobby of mine. 
RODNEY
Whew. Cause that would’ve been 
awkward. 
(to Sonya)
You’re not dating that guy are you? 
SONYA
He’s just the piano instructor. 
Sonya walks away to set the pizza down.
RODNEY
Good. That’d be even more awkward.
SONYA
Rodney. The only thing that’s 
awkward right now is you.
Chip rolls into Rodney’s line of sight. 
CHIP
Ready for last minute training?  
RODNEY
You bet. That’s why I’m here. 
INT. CHIP’S BEDROOM - NIGHT
Chip boots up Yomi Deus Ex. Rodney sits on the window sill 
finishing a joint. He tosses it off the roof. 
RODNEY
All right. I’m ready. I’ll study 
any notes you want. Practice any 
tech you got. Whatever you need.  
He hops next to Chip and plugs in his fightstick. 
CHIP
Actually, I was thinking we’d mess 
around and play some matches just 
for fun, if that’s cool with you? 
RODNEY
Oh thank God.  
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EXT. OKIZEME ARCADE - DAY 
The sun glitters behind the arcade’s rotating sculpture of 
Shoto’s famous Kami-Kami Punch. 
BRADY (V.O.)
Here today, we witness the very 
first international tournament for 
Yomi Deus Ex.
INT. OKIZEME TOURNAMENT ARENA - DAY
The arena has been redecorated in preparation for the 
tournament. The tattered screen replaced. The bleachers 
pushed to the back giving way to a packed mosh pit.  
A swooping view of the international crowd gathered today 
that lands on the commentator, Brady. He travels a new raised 
walkway that cuts through the mosh pit leading to the stage.  
BRADY 
Seven teams of elite players from 
around the world were exclusively 
invited to compete in a double-
elimination format.
Concealed behind curtains at the end of the walkway - The 
invited players gather together in anticipation. Chip cradles 
his scroll, glances at his mother and Rodney beside him.  
BRADY (CONT’D)
One team will walk away with a 
grand prize of one million dollars.
Rodney joins the crowd in applause. Brady enters the arena 
stage and reveals an invitational scroll to the crowd.   
BRADY (CONT’D)
But we have one final scroll yet to 
be awarded. That’s right, folks. We 
have a surprise contender.
The players backstage join the crowd murmuring in confusion. 
CHIP
There’s no way.
Brady traces the ring with the scroll, milking the moment. 
BRADY
Specially invited by the game 
developers themselves in honor of 
his accomplishments... 
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Fightstick in hand, eyes ahead, Ume marches onto the walkway.   
BRADY (CONT’D)
Introducing the undefeated Yomi 
world champion, Ume “Okizeme.”   
Ume pays no mind to the thrilled crowd lining the walkway. 
RODNEY
Ah hell. Check out the bracket.
The tournament bracket is projected on-screen. The first 
match is - OKIZEME VS SCRUB
BRADY
Our local Cinderella story facing 
off against our hometown legend. 
Sonya smiles at Chip, oblivious to Ume’s reputation. 
SONYA
Go kick his ass, son! 
JOE
Free that fraud up, Ume! 
Chip and Rodney exchange anxious looks down the walkway. 
RODNEY
Man, I’m so stressed out. Really 
wish I got high before this. Didn't 
want your mom to smell the weed. 
CHIP
You think she doesn't know?
RODNEY
Wait. Did she say something about 
it to you? She talk about me a lot?  
CHIP
No. I just meant it seems obvious. 
RODNEY
Oh. So does she only talk about me 
a little? 
CHIP
Can we not talk about this right 
now? Or maybe ever? 
They walk onto the stage. Brady collects Chip's scroll and 
shakes his hand. 
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BRADY
Good luck, kid. 
Chip and Rodney set up at their side of the station across 
from Ume, who's still missing his teammate. 
CHIP
Retired, huh? 
UME
The developers funded this 
tournament to serve as an 
advertisement. Only upon their 
insistence did I accept to ensure 
the highest level of play be shown.      
Rodney scans Ume’s unreadable expression. 
RODNEY
Cool. And since you don’t really 
want to be here, you’ll take it 
easy on us, right? I appreciate the 
two on one, a fair handicap. 
UME
Unfortunately, I only play to win.  
RODNEY
Yeah. I was afraid you’d say 
something Ume-esque like that. 
Chip spots Chun traveling the walkway toward stage with his 
notebook in hand. 
BRADY (O.S.)
Get hype, people. Introducing to 
the stage, Ume’s partner, Gamer 
tag, “Yomi Princess.” This is her 
premiere tournament, but you might 
recognize her as Ume’s daughter.  
RODNEY
What the... ?  
Chip stares in shock as Chun strolls up to him. She pecks a 
kiss on his cheek and casually drops the notebook on his lap. 
CHUN
So like you asked, I convinced my 
daddy to take a look at your notes 
with me this morning. 
(to Ume)
And did you have any pivotal last-
minute advice for Scrub?
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UME
Never share your tech. 
She takes a seat next to Ume, he hands her a fightstick. She 
readies her hands over it with a professional composure. 
Brady takes his place at a media center near stage and 
addresses a camera. A/V Techies busily buzz around him.
BRADY
Interesting. I get the feeling 
there’s a long story behind that 
short moment we just witnessed. 
Rodney looks back and forth between Chun to Chip. 
RODNEY
Uh, hello? What was that about? 
(to Chun)
Since when do you play? 
(to Chip)
Did you know about this? Have you 
been training with her? 
CHUN
Oh, I've always played. I just only 
train with the best. 
She gives her Dad a side-hug. Ume seems a little annoyed but 
he puts up with it. Chip just looks at Chun as if he were her 
abused puppy. Rodney waves a hand in front of his face. 
RODNEY
Earth to Chip. Do you read me? 
CHIP
I said, ‘didn't have a clue.’  
RODNEY
You actually didn’t but okay.  
Chun mocks Rodney, crafts a veil over her with jazz-hands. 
CHUN
The veil of devious lies. Remember? 
Rodney deadpans at her. Ume taps Chun’s fightstick. 
UME
That’s enough play. Get to work. 
Chun straightens up, assumes control of her fightstick. 
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BRADY (O.S.)
What I do know is with these 
emotions afloat, we’re in for a 
juicy match.
The character select screen is projected. Ume shocks the 
crowd when he chooses a new character, EVIL SHOTO - Yomi’s 
classic hero seduced by evil. 
No surprise when Rodney chooses Mohini. But Chun hovers over 
Chip’s favored character before selecting DYBBUK PYGMY - an 
evil zombified Captain Pygmy. And Chip selects the usual.  
A meteor crashes onto the stormy Dragonstone. Evil Shoto 
emerges. His garbs shredded by dark energy pulsing from him. 
Molten rock protrudes from his skull like a devil’s horn.  
Mohini slinks toward him, hisses with her snake-like tongue. 
MOHINI
It was told you had ascended.   
EVIL SHOTO
I have returned where I belong. You 
will soon know me as your master. 
Chip’s Pygmy rockets to Mohini’s side. Crosses his arms. 
CAPTAIN PYGMY
Pygmy. 
Mirroring him, Chun’s Dybbuk Pygmy lands by Evil Shoto. 
Identical to the original except in appearance, everything 
cute about the character turned hideous.  
DYBBUK PYGMY
No, I’m the Pygmy!
Chip glances over at Chun, catches her giggling at the intro. 
GAME ANNOUNCER  (V.O.)
Fight!
Chip peels his eyes off her, the game has already started. 
Evil Shoto and Mohini take to the air. She pitches a dagger 
at him, but he launches a massive fireball infused with dark 
energy that incinerates the dagger - then engulfs Mohini.  
Chun’s Pygmy rockets along the base of the tower, channels 
the momentum into a roundhouse kick - THWACK! Mohini’s 
charred body sent flying - crashes into rubble far away.  
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BRADY (O.S.)
Right off the bat, we’re treated to 
a beautiful example of the team 
synergy this new game encourages. 
Evil Shoto showers fireballs as he vaults up the tower. 
Dybbuk Pygmy rockets along the base, ready to intercept 
attempts to chase after Evil Shoto.  
BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Ume and Yomi Princess have a plan 
and things are going accordingly.    
MOHINI (   --)                           (-----)  EVIL SHOTO
PYGMY  (-----)                           (-----) DYBBUK PYGMY 
Chip’s Pygmy stands petrified along with the player.  
Flashing over Chip’s eyes are INSERTS of the diagrams from 
his Yomi notebook that MATCH CUT with Ume and Chun’s 
characters’ movements on his monitor. 
BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Oh no. Scrub might be having 
controller issues. He’s not moving.
Rodney looks panicked, examines his stunned teammate. 
CHIP
I can’t believe this is happening. 
RODNEY
Talk to me, Chip. Is there 
something wrong with your stick? 
Chip tries to show Rodney pages from his notebook. 
CHIP
They stole my tech. 
Rodney snatches the notebook and tosses it by his feet. 
RODNEY
I believe you. But this ain’t 
practice mode right now.  
Chun spies Rodney and Chip talking. Inputs commands in a 
hurry, ready to take advantage while they’re distracted. 
Fireballs rain around Chip’s Pygmy, only narrowly missing 
him. Dybbuk Pygmy leaves her post to charge straight at him. 
Chip sees it, quickly holds down a button on his stick. 
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Dybbuk Pygmy unleashes a flurry of blows. Chip’s Pygmy braces 
against the onslaught, brought to his knees. 
Chip holds the block button, his eyes fixed on Chun. She’s 
focused on the game, rapidly hitting buttons.  
BRADY (O.S.)
What is Scrub doing? I mean, 
obviously we all know what he’s 
doing, pressing the block button. 
But why isn’t he fighting back? 
Chun’s Pygmy continues to mercilessly wail on Chip’s. 
CHIP
She was playing with me. This whole 
time. How could I be so stupid?   
Mohini flies toward them to intervene, but is scorched back 
to the ground by a stray fireball. 
RODNEY
Yeah, we’re getting bodied. Okay? 
(snaps his fingers)
I need you to Okizeme, you know, 
wake the heck up. 
Chip breaks his gaze. Nods at Rodney and focuses. He studies 
the pattern of Chun’s attacks. Finds an opening and takes it.  
His Pygmy does the splits to dodge a punch and retaliates 
with a nutpunch. Chun’s Pygmy staggers back, briefly stunned. 
MOHINI (   --)                           (-----)  EVIL SHOTO
PYGMY  (  ---)                           ( ----) DYBBUK PYGMY
BRADY (O.S.)
Scrub finally shows signs of life. 
But they have an steep uphill 
battle ahead of them if they hope 
to come back this late. 
More fireballs blast around them. Mohini navigates through 
them, rushes to her Pygmy’s aid. 
Chip waves for Rodney to leave him.  
CHIP
Ignore her. Hurry up the tower. 
She’s trying to keep us distracted 
while Ume uses his fireballs to 
destroy this platform.  
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Mohini runs past as the Pygmies engage in an intense melee 
that quickly goes downhill for Chip. Chun reads his every 
move. She sweeps his punches. Jumps his sweeps. Nutpunches
his jumps. Within seconds, it’s over. 
GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
K-O!
MOHINI (   --)                           (-----)  EVIL SHOTO
PYGMY  (     )                           (-----) DYBBUK PYGMY
CHUN
(shouts)
Like a book, baby. 
Chip lets go of his fightstick and holds his head. Watches as 
Chun giggles and teabags his fallen character.  
The bottom stage collapses. Mohini leaps for a platform that 
leads up the tower. Success. WALLOP! Mohini is suddenly 
flattened by Evil Shoto wielding the Golden Hammer item. 
BRADY (O.S.)
Dayum! Okizeme dived down from the 
very top of the tower to land that 
smackdown on Sexy. Ume looks ready 
to wrap this up. 
Dazed, Mohini stumbles back and almost loses her balance off 
the edge. Evil Shoto tosses away the hammer, opting to--
EVIL SHOTO 
Kami-Kami Punch!
He uppercuts Mohini off the ledge, she shrieks and flails as 
she plunges to her death. 
Brady claps in approval, smiling at Ume.  
BRADY
Ume Okizeme doesn’t disappoint. 
Takes the first win of the 
tournament in style. 
Rodney rips off his headset and flings it away. Chun pumps 
her hands. Gestures at her dad to high-five her. Ume obliges 
with a subtle smile. 
CHUN
Proud of me? 
UME
Very impressed. 
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Chip remains still. Staring at her with hate. Chun finally 
looks over at him. She mocks one of her coy smiles that he 
used to find adorable and winks at him. 
INT. NOT PIZZA HUT - DAY
EVIL SHOTO (O.S.)
Kami-Kami Punch!
Chip, Rodney, and Sonya gather around a laptop streaming the 
tournament. They watch as they share pizza and misery.
BRADY (O.S.)
And with that match, Okizeme and 
Yomi Princess now sit comfortably 
awaiting their final challenger in 
Grand Finals. 
RODNEY
Just saying, if she wins 500Gs, 
that girl better start buying her 
own cigarettes. She's such a bum. 
This manages to make Chip laugh. His eyes on the screen.  On 
the laptop, Brady presents the losers side of the bracket. 
BRADY
For those in the losers bracket, 
it's a long road back if they want 
another shot. But this legendary 
duo’s looking unstoppable.  
Rodney spies at Chip’s notebook resting on their table. 
RODNEY
That sure was some good tech. 
Chip just nods. Rodney takes a look, flips through the pages. 
SONYA 
I’m not a gamer or whatever. But if 
they stole your ideas, doesn’t that 
make them predictable? 
Rodney perks up, nudges Chip with the notebook. 
RODNEY
She’s got a point. Couldn’t you 
devise a counter-tech or whatever? 
CHIP
I mean, I guess. 
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Chip studies the bracket - they have to win four rounds to 
earn a rematch and their first opponent is Salty BnB’s team. 
RODNEY
If we can be real here, dude. What 
she did to you was incredibly 
messed up. I’m hella salty and I 
want revenge. You with me? 
Rodney reaches out his hand. Chip takes it. Sonya watches 
with a smile, her eyes on Rodney. 
BRADY (O.S.)
I need Scrub and Sexy the Hutt to 
report back for your next match.  
Chip packs his things, rolls himself toward the exit. 
CHIP
All right. Let’s do this. 
RODNEY
I’ll meet you there. Just gotta 
close up shop and... stuff.
Sonya opens the door for Chip, but then lingers. She studies 
Rodney, who looks awful nervous all of a sudden. 
SONYA
Rodney, it’s cool. Just go smoke. 
RODNEY
Huh? What? No, no. You see, ever 
since that fateful day, I vowed to--
SONYA
I’m not going to arrest you again. 
(raises a finger)
At least not today. 
She leaves. Alone, Rodney processes what just happened. Pumps 
the air and whips out a joint hidden up his sleeve. 
RODNEY 
Oh, she’s totally crushing on me. 
INT. OKIZEME TOURNAMENT ARENA - DAY
BRADY 
Scrub faces yet another legend, yet 
another familial duo. 
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(MORE)
Infamous for his own infinite, 
Salty BnB returns to us to support 
his son, known as the Lil 
Saltshaker.  
The battleground is the classic hell stage. The fighters 
battle on slabs of molten rock afloat an ocean of lava. 
We join in media res to the sight of Pygmy pinned against a 
wall of writhing flesh by an electric net from Acrimon.
BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
One net and the dream is dead. 
That’s what Salty BnB told me 
before this match.   
Acrimon toys with a grenade. An evil laugh filters through 
his respirator. His partner, Chelonii, flutters behind him. 
Acidic salvia drools from the imp’s elongated grin. 
Chip nervously glances to Rodney - Whose eyes may be blood 
red from weed but has never looked more focused.
RODNEY 
Just hang in there.       
Mohini makes daring leap after leap, seeking a path across a 
maze of scarce rocks drifting lava to rejoin the fight.
Unable to do anything, Chip nervously looks over at his 
opponents in real life. Salty BnB and his son, Lil Saltshaker 
stare back with a ‘slit throat’ gesture in creepy unison.  
BRADY (O.S.)
So hold onto your tits, folks. And 
say a prayer for our young scrub 
because this is about to get ugly.  
Acrimon rolls the grenade underneath Pygmy. Chelonii retches 
out a fireball. The net dissipates, releasing Pygmy. 
Chip grips his fightstick but quickly realizes there’s 
nothing he can do except watch his health bar dwindle.  
The fireball engulfs Pygmy before he can touch the ground. 
The grenade detonates - ragdolls Pygmy back in the air. 
Acrimon and Chelonii trap Pygmy in a barrage of explosives 
and fireballs that juggles him into another net.
BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D) 
Oh my God. Get your lunch money 
taken. Salty BnB gonna buy his son 
a happy meal with it. Disgusting. 
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BRADY  (CONT'D)
Brady shakes in head. The crowd boos. Sonya bites her nails.   
Pygmy squirms in the net as Acrimon primes another grenade, 
Chelonii gurgles his throat ready to spit another fireball.  
Joe approaches stage, megaphone in hand.
JOE
How’s that infinite feel? Huh, 
Scrub? This feel fair to you? 
Again, Pygmy falls from the net only to be scorched by a 
fireball and launched by Acrimon’s grenade again. 
Chip stares down at his fightstick, devastated. 
JOE (CONT’D)
Put down your stick cause it’s 
over. You got no options. Just die. 
Game over.  
Rodney slaps Chip’s shoulder, points him back at the game.
RODNEY
Chip, concentrate. 
PYGMY (    -)
Chip looks to his last pixel of health. This desperate moment 
stretches in a SLOW MOTION: 
Joe heckles. Rodney presses forward. Sonya covers her eyes. 
Brady rubs his neck in frustration. Chun leans in, watching. 
Salty BnB and Lil Saltshaker laugh... 
CLOSE ON their fightsticks - Lil Saltshaker makes an input 
error, accidentally hits two buttons at once. 
Chelonii coughs but no fireball comes out. Pygmy lands with 
his feet on the ground. 
Chip sees it. We rush back into normal speed as he rapidly 
hits buttons and pivots his joystick. 
CAPTAIN PYGMY
Pygmy!
Pygmy rockets at Acrimon - tumbles him to the rock’s ledge. 
Mohini soars into view, slings a dagger at Chelonii’s tail, 
pins it to the ground. He wails like a wounded cat.  
BRADY (O.S.)
Ooo wowww. There’s no way. 
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Rodney points Chip to a health pick-up spawned nearby. 
RODNEY
Grab that health. I can hold them.  
Chip glances over at their opponents, Salty BnB berating his 
son, then shakes his head at Rodney.
CHIP
You need it more than I do. 
Acrimon pulls himself up from the ledge. Pygmy leaves 
Mohini’s side to charge at him once again, full speed. 
BAM. Pygmy slams into Acrimon and grabs hold of him as he 
continues to propel off stage - they fly straight into the 
lava together. Both players are vanquished! 
The crowd goes crazy. Brady looks astonished. 
BRADY 
What an amazing sacrifice. Trusting 
it all in his partner.  
Salty BnB pitches his fightstick and stands over his son, 
yelling orders. Chip just gives Rodney a thumbs up. 
Mohini smashes open the health crate and heals herself. 
MOHINI (-----)                               (   --) CHELONII
Chelonii rips the dagger from his tail, cursing. Mohini 
waits, curls her freakishly long tongue at him. 
BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Sexy’s classic taunt.  
Salty BnB wrestles his son’s joystick forward.  
SALTY BNB
Get over there and body that fool.  
Chelonii pounces. Mohini takes a step back. He claws the air. 
She twists her legs around his neck and piledrives him. 
Salty BnB rips the fightstick from his son, but it’s over. 
Mohini snaps Chelonii’s neck. She stands over his body and 
caresses herself during the game over screen. 
GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
K-O!
Rodney slams his fists down, rises triumphant. 
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BRADY (O.S.)
I can’t believe it! Coming back 
from the brink of elimination.  
Saltshaker gives his raging dad the finger as he storms off. 
LIL SALTSHAKER
Screw you and your stupid game. I’m 
calling mom!
Chip offers Rodney a high-five. He gives him a mighty bear 
hug instead. Brady claps at the sight. 
BRADY
An amazing display of teamwork. 
MONTAGE
Showing Chip’s journey through the bracket with highlights 
from his matches displaying his teamwork with Rodney. 
End on Scrub’s name advancing to Loser’s Finals to face GoG 
Hades and Flawless Legend. 
INT. OKIZEME TOURNAMENT ARENA - NIGHT
Joe and Hades with Trish join the stage, set up at the gaming 
station across from Chip and Rodney. 
BRADY
The grudge match we wanted. Scrub 
and Sexy the Hutt versus GoG Hades 
and Flawless Legend. Winner earns a 
second chance in Grand Finals. 
Rodney eyes Trish, still dressed as Mohini but blonde. She 
opens a GoG branded energy drink for her client.   
JOE
(sneers at Rodney)
Hope you’re not feeling nervous. Be 
a real shame to come this far just 
to choke it up like you always do.   
GoG Hades speaks to Trish as she massages his hands. 
TRISH 
(to Rodney)
My client says he’s a fan of your 
character. She looks good on her 
knees worshipping his character. 
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Chip gives a shy wave to his mother. Near her, Chun holds a 
sign: “Lets go Flawless Legend” but with Flawless crossed out 
and “Flawed” written underneath. She giggles at Chip.   
Joe follows Chip’s eyeline to Chun, fidgets with rage. 
JOE
Bitch giggles too much. 
GoG Hades gives a deep laugh as he listens to Trish whisper 
in his ear, translating. Mocking Jabba the Hutt’s laugh.
CUT TO:
IN GAME: They battle at the stormy Dragonstone.  
DJINN
On your knees!
Djinn grips Mohini by the throat, chokes her off the ground 
before he slams her face-down into it and stomps on her head. 
RODNEY (O.S.)
Uh, Chip. Need some advice here. 
Never fought this character before. 
Kekomi leaps up the crumbling tower, and taunts Pygmy. 
Chip eyes Joe miming the same taunt to him in real life. 
JOE
That’s right. Stay down there, 
Scrub. You know you can’t take me.  
Chip shakes his head, focuses on the match. 
Pygmy rockets at Djinn with a low kick - knocks him to his 
knees. Gives Mohini enough time to find her feet. 
CHIP
I got this. Go after Flawed. 
Djinn dwarfs Pygmy as he marches upon him. Pygmy growls and 
stands his ground. Mohini materializes her wings and soars 
after Kekomi. Djinn rises to swipe her out of the air. 
Pygmy springs with a fist out like Mario - CRACK. Right in 
his demon balls. Djinn drops with a shriek, cups his groin.  
Down on his level, Pygmy saunters up and backhands the devil.
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BRADY
Unbelievable. Scrub’s little pygmy 
just bitch-slapped Satan. The level 
of disrespect is unreal.  
Brady laughs with the crowd, loving it. Chip cracks a smile 
as he inputs his next command. 
GoG Hades is pissed. Dismisses Trish, who was massaging his 
back. Cracks his knuckles. 
Pygmy giggles and shakes his butt at Djinn. The stage tremors 
as Djinn charges, snorts flames from his monstrous nostrils. 
DJINN
I will crush you for your 
insolence! 
PYGMY
Pygmy!
Pygmy reverses thrusters, jets away with Djinn in pursuit. 
Mohini radiates violet tracking Kekomi by his smoke wisps.
BRADY (O.S.)
What madness. I’ve never seen such 
cat and mouse chases. 
Below, another tower creates a dead end for Pygmy’s retreat. 
He kicks off it, rolls between the demon’s legs. 
Djinn smashes into the tower, chunks avalanche down and bury 
him. The demon emerges from the rubble in a burst of fire.  
PYGMY (-----)                              (   ------) DJINN
Pygmy simply giggles and shakes his butt again at this 
fearsome sight. Djinn charges, and Pygmy turns tail. 
Kekomi nails Mohini with a sudden dive kick. He rushes her on 
knockdown and scoops her up with his chain punch throw. 
BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Sexy caught off guard twice in a 
row. And he does not look happy.  
Rodney glares at Joe who mimes the chain punches. 
JOE
You never learn, do you? That’s why 
you don’t got what it takes. 
MOHINI (  ---)                  (-----) THE GREAT KEKOMI
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Meanwhile, Pygmy tries to switch positions again by rolling 
under Djinn. But this time Djinn snatches the little rodent. 
BRADY (O.S.)
Oh no, GoG Hades seems to have 
caught on.  
PYGMY (   --)                              (   ------) DJINN
Pygmy squeals as Djinn chokeslams him. Djinn moves to stomp, 
but Pygmy rockets flat on his back - narrowly avoids death.  
Djinn’s stomp quakes the stage. We travel the tower to Kekomi 
pummeling Mohini - the shockwave interrupts, freeing Mohini. 
Joe, unaware, still mimes the chain punches. Rodney grins.
Mohini roars, viciously stabs Kekomi with a dagger in each 
hand. Kekomi staggers back. She feints a lunge - Kekomi 
vanishes into smoke, teleports in the air behind her.    
Ready, Mohini snatches him in a leg grab and piledrives him.
MOHINI (  ---)                  (  ---) THE GREAT KEKOMI
The crowd stirs. The bottom platform has become unstable from 
the quake. Trish tries to warn GoG Hades but he hushes her. 
BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Oh my tits, it’s about to 
collapses. Hades doesn’t see it. 
Djinn lifts a hunk of rubble, turns to chunk it at Pygmy - 
sees Pygmy fly up on another platform. Djinn stands as GoG 
Hades notices the ground crumbling - it’s too late. Plummets. 
BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Flawless in real trouble here.  
Joe tries to mask the panic flooding over his face. 
JOE
Whatever. I don’t need him. I’ll 
body both of you scrubs myself. 
CUT TO:
Pygmy and Mohini taking turns curbstomping Kekomi. 
GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.) 
K-O!
Rodney whips his belt free and strokes it at Joe’s face. 
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RODNEY
Learn this, bitoch. 
Meanwhile, GoG Hades humbly shakes Chip’s hand.  
TRISH
My client offers his apologizes for 
doubting your merit. 
Chip looks between GoG Hades and Trish, startled.  
CHIP
Um, thanks. 
JOE
Yeah, whatever. Have fun getting 
bodied by that the Yomi whore.  
Joe puts on his shades, hands quivering.  
RODNEY
Oh my god. He’s crying. 
The crowd chants “Flawed Legend.” Joe disappears from sight. 
RODNEY (CONT’D)
Peace out, Flawed Legend. 
Rodney laughs, but Chip isn't even listening. His eyes glued 
to Chun and Ume as they enter stage. 
CHUN
Can I just say how glad I am that 
it’s you guys? How hype, right?
Rodney steps between them with a hand raised. 
RODNEY 
Spare us the mind games, sister. 
Chun shoots Rodney a dirty look, joins her meditative father 
at the gaming station. Chip exhales relief.
CHIP
(whispers to Rodney)
Did you get a chance to look over 
what I wrote you? 
RODNEY
I did. Sounds fun. You ready?  
Chip nods, looks down at his fightstick. He waits at 
character select as the others make their usual choices. 
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BRADY
Coming from winners, Okizeme and 
Yomi Princess are awarded an extra 
life in Grand Finals.  
Chip selects Shoto, earns a curious glance from Ume.
BRADY (CONT’D)
Interesting. Scrub opting to play 
as the classic Shoto. Maybe they 
have something up their sleeve, 
we’re about to find out because... 
Brady stands and hypes up the fevered crowd.  
BRADY (CONT’D)
Grand Finals, everyone! Here we go! 
The battle takes place in Heaven. An epic Cathedral floats 
amongst dreamy white clouds. 
GAME ANNOUNCER
Fight!
Evil Shoto and Pygmy make for the high ground atop the 
cathedral. Ume covers their path with fireballs. 
Mohini and Chip’s Shoto retreat, jumping from cloud to cloud. 
Classic Shoto also shoots fireballs. The projectiles collide.   
BRADY
Okizeme has control of the 
cathedral but Scrub’s not 
interested. Keeping his distance. 
The Shotos wage their fireball war, but it’s a stalemate. 
Mohini and Dybbuk Pygmy wait behind their teammates. 
BRADY (CONT’D)
Scrub’s gotta make a miracle 
happen. The extra lives are a huge 
hurdle to overcome. But for now he 
seems content with this stalemate.
Mohini chills behind Shoto, cleans her daggers with her 
tongue. Meanwhile, Dybbuk Pygmy paces behind Evil Shoto.   
Chun rolls her eyes, annoyed and bored. Nudges her father. 
CHUN
I’ve have enough of their stalling. 
Let’s go end this. 
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UME
Chun. Stay put. 
CHUN
Chill. They can’t handle me. 
Dybbuk Pygmy runs the length of the Cathedral’s roof. Blasts 
off the edge, lands on a cloud adjacent to Mohini and Shoto.  
CHIP
(to Rodney)
Get ready for the jump. 
Shoto lobs a fireball at Dybbuk Pygmy. Pygmy doesn’t slow, 
rockets over the fire - gets nailed in the face by a dagger. 
SHOTO
Kami-Kami Punch! 
Shoto launches her with a fiery uppercut, hurling Pygmy 
further up... where Mohini hovers, ready. Mohini snatches 
Pygmy in a leg grab, crashes her onto a cloud.
In the crowd, Sonya beams with pride, jumps up hands raised.  
SONYA
Yeah! That’s my son!
Mohini has Pygmy pinned. Shoto furiously teabags. The cloud 
shows subtle signs of instability from all the movement.    
Sonya cringes, watches her son relentlessly teabag.
SONYA (CONT’D)
Uh, yep. That’s still my son. 
Chun looks horrified. Chip shows no amusement, but continues.
CHUN
Daddy, do something! 
Evil Shoto abandons the cathedral, recklessly flies at the 
teabagging Shoto with a dive kick. 
BRADY
Here he comes. Ume has never looked 
pissed in a match before. 
Mohini grabs Chip’s Shoto and flies away. Evil Shoto’s kick 
lands next to Pygmy - the cloud dissipates with a soft PUFF.  
Mohini and Shoto land atop the cathedral as their opponents 
flail about as they drop from Heaven. 
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GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Double Vanquishment! 
Brady slaps his table in surprise.  
BRADY
It was a trap! The extra lives are 
gone. Anything can happen now.   
Ume exhales, flustered. Chun who avoids his gaze, ashamed. 
Rodney and Chip share a brief grin. 
The stage rumbles, sky darkens, and clouds disperse. Lighting 
strikes the cathedral and it breaks apart. 
BRADY (CONT’D)
Oh my days. The double vanquishment 
triggered a stage transition. 
Ume and Chun's characters reappear and they all plummet down 
to their new battleground - Hell. 
The players tense, trying to pilot their characters' descent.
The Shotos land on a vast narrow bridge over a pit of lava. 
Mohini and Pygmy crash below on a rock adrift the lava. 
Chip and Ume lock eyes for a brief moment. Their hands' 
movement on their fightsticks mirror each other. 
The Shotos shoot fireballs that implode at the center. Below, 
Dybbuk Pygmy groin punches Mohini, then runs off.  
Chun’s hands rest on her fightstick, her eyes scan.
BRADY (CONT’D)
Yomi Princess searching for a way 
up to reconnect with her father. 
CRACK! Mohini lashes Pygmy in the head with an energy whip. 
RODNEY
(wags a finger)
Uh-uh. You’ve been a bad girl, 
Chun. Time for a spanking.
BRADY (O.S.)
Oh, she’s not going anywhere if 
Sexy has anything to say about it. 
Mohini’s whip snags Pygmy as he rockets, pulls back hard. 
Pygmy scraps the ground, still flying, drags Mohini along. 
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BRADY (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Nevermind. They’re both going 
somewhere, just-- are they really? 
They fly off the edge - joined together in a fiery death. 
Chun covers her face in disbelief as Rodney giggles.
BRADY (CONT’D)
Wow. Certainly one way of doing it. 
And we’re left with a mirror match 
that’ll decide everything. 
SHOTO  (-----)                           (-----)   EVIL SHOTO
On the bridge, the Shotos draw closer. Chip’s Shoto abandons 
the projectile battle to charge at Evil Shoto.  
Chip presses down on his stick as Ume makes a Z motion. 
Shoto suddenly cuts his run short, ducks just in time to 
avoid a Kami-Kami punch from Evil Shoto who whiffs the air.  
BRADY (CONT’D)
Wowzas. Scrub baited Okizeme. Huge 
momentum shift incoming.  
Shoto knocks his evil counterpart flat on his back. 
SHOTO  (-----)                           (  ---)   EVIL SHOTO
BRADY (CONT’D)
Crucial read coming up. Will Scrub 
respect Ume’s wake-up option?  
Evil Shoto tries to roll to his feet, but Shoto runs up and 
throws him back down. 
BRADY (CONT’D)
No respect! Ume has to be careful 
here. 
Chun looks stricken with panic, but Ume still appears calm.   
SHOTO  (-----)                           (   --)   EVIL SHOTO
No Kami-Kami Punch from Ume. Chip shows no fear, his Shoto 
grabs Ume’s again. Throws him to the ground.  
BRADY (CONT’D)
Again! Ume’s on a pixel, but we’ve 
seen him come back before...  
SHOTO  (-----)                           (    -)   EVIL SHOTO
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Ume’s composure cracks. Sudden movement on his fightstick. 
CLOSE ON Chip’s fightstick - No movement. Chip closes his 
eyes and listens for it...   
EVIL SHOTO
Kami-Kami Punch!
Shoto ducks under it, Evil Shoto soars off the bridge and 
drops into the pit of lava below - Incinerates.     
GAME ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
K-O! A flawless vanquishment!
The crowded arena erupts in shock and applause. 
INT. OKIZEME TOURNAMENT ARENA, MAIN STAGE - LATER
Brady approaches Chip with a mic. 
BRADY
Scrub, you are the Yomi Deus Ex 
champion. And your team is taking 
home one million dollars...  
(dramatic pause)
How do you feel right now? 
The crowd cheers, chanting “Scrub.” Chip looks dazed.
CHIP
I would say that I feel pretty 
good. I mean...
(flashes a shy smile)
Yeah, this is pretty cool. 
Brady whips the mic back and pats Chip on the back. 
BRADY
(chuckles)
Worst interview I’ve had in my 
entire life. This guy. 
Chip scans around. Chun’s missing. Spots her running out the 
side exit. He leaves the stage without warning. 
RODNEY
(leans into Brady’s mic)
Is that going to be in cash or a 
check? Just curious.
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EXT. OKIZEME ARCADE - NIGHT
Chip finds Chun by their usual spot. Her head between her 
knees, neglects a lit cigarette that dangles from her hand.  
He rolls to her, seems conflicted. She offers the cigarette. 
CHIP
No, thanks. I quit. 
A moment of silence. He swims an awkward turtle toward her. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
Turtle. Turtle. 
Chun peeks at him and can't help but smile.
CHUN
Oh nooo. I'm the worst. 
Chip drops his awkward turtle. He touches her knee.  
CHIP
Hey. You don't have to explain. I 
get it. 
Chun meets Chip’s eyes. 
CHIP (CONT’D)
You were just playing to win. 
INT. OKIZEME TOURNAMENT ARENA - NIGHT
Brady interviews a frazzled Ume.   
BRADY
What does this victory mean for 
this young talent we know as 
Scrub's future?
UME
I can't tell the future, Brady. I'm 
not psychic. But one thing is 
certain, his gamertag is a wrong... 
Ume glances back at the screen projecting a replay of the 
tournament’s last moments. The final Kami-Kami Punch. 
UME (CONT’D)
The kid’s no scrub.
FADE TO BLACK.
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